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CBM 1541C DiSK Drive (New vWJO) S119 00
CBM 1541-11 Disk Drive INeww/JD) S1Z900
CBM 1571 Disk Drive (Remanulaclurcd w/JD) CALL

CMD FD-2000 (BOOK ana 1 6 MB) S179 00

CMD FD Rcal-Time-CloCK Option S39.00

BoKot 50. High Density Disks (I 6MB) SU95

Box 01 10. Enhanced Density Disks (3 2 MB) S29.00

HD-KIT (Controller, Case. PS. Manual. Serial Cbl | S2-9 00
HD-1000. 1 GB (Special Edition! S449C0

HD-2000. 2 GB (Special Edition) S549 00

HD-3000. 3 GB (Special Edition) . S669 00
HD-4000. 4 GB (Special Edition) S749 00

SuperCPU 5-1 S17900

SuperCPU 64 w/SupaiRAM (no RAM installed) S219 00

SupCrCPU 64 wSuperRAM (4 MB) $254 00

SuperCPU 64 w/SupgrRAM (8 MB) , . S27P "">

SupCrCPU 64w/SuO2'RAM (16 MB) S316.uO

SuperCPU 128 S23900

SuperCPU 123w/SuperflAM(noRAM installed! S279OO

SuperCPU 128 iv/SuperRAM (4 MB) .. S3U 00

SuperCPU 123iv/SuperRAM(8MB) S338 CO

SuporCPU 128w/SuperRAM(l6MB) S378.0O

SuporRAM Card (no RAM installed) S79 00

SuporRAM Card (4 MB) S114 00

SuperRAM Card IB MB) SI39.00

SuporRAM Card (16 MB) S 179.00

Monitors (40 column ana 40/flO column) CALL

Aprotek 3-Way User Port Expander S30.00

Aprotek User Port Extension Cable S19 00

C-64 Computer (Remanufactured. w.'JD S PS) . S99 00

C-64C Computer (Remanulactured. w/JD & PS) . S109.00

C-64C Computer (New) S139.00

SX-64 Computer (Romanufacuired vi/JD) . S299 00

C-l2BComputors , CALL
C128-D Computers [Remanufactured w'JD) CALL

C-64/64C PowerSupply (New. 1 7 Amp) $29 00

C-WWC RepaiiafclePS (New. i 7 Amp) S39 00

C-64.64C Heavy Duty RepairaDle PS (New. CMD) S64 95

C-128 RepairafclePcwer Supply INew.CMD) $64 95

C-12BD Internal PowerSupply (New) S3900
t541-l]/158!/BLv1 Power Supply (New. I Amp.) . $25.00

CMDEX2-1 3-Port Cartridge Port Expander . . .S39 00

CMD EX3 3-Pcrt Cannrjgc Port Expancer $34.00

CMD GeoCnD!C II Prmi Cable 611/15(1. . . . S34.96/S39.95

CMDSega-siyleGamepadforC-64/128 $24.95
CMDSmartMousQ(1351 Compatible Mouse) . ...$49.95

Flip rTFile 25 Disk Holder (5 25-inch.) $5.95

Floppy Disks (25 pack of DSDD 5 25-inch.) S10.00

Inkwell Light Pen Model 170C S75.00

Monnor Cables CALL
Cannon BJC-4400 Color Inkjet Printer (Relurb) $179 00

Panasonic KXP-11509-pm Printer S19900

Panasonic KXP-2130 24-pm B/W Printer (ReturO). £199 00

Panasonic KXP-2130 24-pin Color (He(jrb) . .. . S299 00

Panasonic KXP-2130 24-pm Printer (B/W) $329 00

Panasonic KXP-2130 24-pn Color Printer $429 00

Smanlme C-600 Pnn;er Interface $10.00

RAML.nk Base Model (OMB. No RAMCard} . . 5169 00

RAWLinkw'IMBBAVCaia (Special!) S209 00

RAMLinK w/4MB RAVCard (Special1) $249 00

RAMUnk w'16MB RAMCard (Special1) $369 00

RAMCard RTC Option/Alter Market Kit .. S10.00/SI9 00

RAMLmk Battery Back-up (Optional) . S2~ 95

Parallel Cable (HAMUnk io HD) S19.95

THE HOTTEST UPGRADE

EVER CREATED FOR GEOS

If you've been waiting for GEOS to gel better, faster and more

efficient, your wait is over! Click Here Software's Wheels takes

GEOS to the next level, with full integrated support for all the

latest hardware. Wheels a\so adds many features not previously

available in GEOS. as well as some that could only be had by

buying or adding other utilities and patches. GEOS is really going

someplace, and it has the Wheels to get there!

Wheels64 $36.00 Wheels128 $40.00

Minimum requirements forWheels:GEOS 64 v2.0orGEOS 128 v2.0.1541

or 1571 diskdrive, mouse or joystick, and 128K or larger RAW expander.

utf
Bank Street Writer . S120C

Cadpak64(Acacus) S22 00

Cacpak 12B (Acacus) $25.00

Chartcak 64 (Abacus) $17.00

Ctiartpak 128 [Abacus) $25 00

Data Manager 64 (Timcworks) S16 00

GoDot $34 95
I Paint vl.S (128. SO-col . 54K VDC) $39.00

IPortvi 54(128, 8C-COI.64KVDC)) .. S29 00

Personal Portfolio Manager (Abacus) $1600
RUN Productivity Pak I, II, or 111 (Specify) S15.00

BUN Super Slaner Pak 1541 or 1581 S2000

RUN Works $20.00
SEC Check Register 128 S5000

SuperScnpi 128 (Precision) $20 00

SuberDase64 Version 3.01 (Precision) S35 00

SuperDase 128 Version 3 01 (Precision) . S35 00

SwirtCalc 64 (Timcworks) S'600

TWS 64 w/Spellor (Busy Bee) . $29 00

TWS 128 w/Spelier (Busy Bee} S39 00

TWS Modules (HLVRL/lllusliatoi) each S5 00

Novaterm
vers/on 9.6

Join the Telecommunications Revolution... get

on the information Super Highway TODAY.1

B.g Blue Reader V4 i o (SOGWAP)

CMDUtilihes

JiffyMON-6-1 (ML Monitor)

$39 00

. S24 95

$1995

BASIC 64 Compiler (Abacus) S17 00

BASIC 128 Compiler (Abacus) S25 00

Blitz' 64 Compiler (Skyles) S30 00
Buddy 54/128 Assembler S39 00

Cobol 64 (Abacus) SI7.00
Pascal 64 (Abacus) S17 00

Power C (Spinnaker) $19.00

Apro:ek Corn-Modern AaaptCf (tor e«t. madem] S19 00

Aproiok Com-Moaem Adapter Caole ... .. $9 95

Commodore 1670 Modem (1200 baud) . . . SI9 95

Modem (9-25) or Null-Modem Cable (9-9 or 9-25) . .. $9 95

Novaterm 9 6 (spec.ly 3.5" or 5.25") . $29.95

TurDo232 Cartridge (Up to 115Kbps) . .. S39 95

USR Spo.ister 336Kbps FaxModem S16900

USB Sportster Faxnodem w/TurDo232 & Cable . S199.OO

Collolto Ulililios (Handy Gcos Utilities) SI9 95

Desk Pack Plus $29 00
Dweezils Greatest Hits [NewToo i2 Sarrp Lais U8) . S30 CO

FONTPACK Plus S25 00
gateway 64 or 128 (Specify Version) S29 95

geoBASIC S2000
QeoCaic 64/128 $40.0Q.'S45 00
geoChart S29 00

gooFAX $39 95
geoFno 64/128 S40.00/S45.QO

gooMakcBooi (Makes Booiablocopiesi S12 95

geoP'Ogrammer $45.00

aeoPubiisfi S40 00

GEOS 64 v2.0 S44 00
GEOS12Bv20 S49 00
geoSHELL V2 2 (CLI ror GEOS) $24 95

International FONTPACK S25 00

Perfect Pnnl LQ foi GEOS (USBr-lrkB oulput) .. $49 95
RUN GEOS Companion S20 00

RUN GEOS Power Pak I or II (Specify) S20 00

Wheels 64 (GEOS Upgraac. rcq GEOS64v2 0) ..$36.00

C2EU
Digimasier S34 95
SID Sympnony Stereo Cartridge $44 95
Dr Ts CageO Anist or AigorytnmicCorrposer S15.00

Adventures yil Fractions (ages 10-14) S15.00

Expeditions (ages B-15) $15 00

Pre-Rcadmg (ages 3-7] S15.00

Spelling Boo (ages 8-13) S15.00

The Glass Computer (ages 12-| SIS 00
TneMarket Place (agesa-14) . S15.00

Wneie in Europe is Carrr.en SanDiego' - S29 rx

Where in me Woria is Carmen SanDicgo'' S29 OC

Alomino SI 7.00
BalliStix S13.00

Chomp1 .. S10.00

Cut Throats! S10.00
Day in the Lite ol Piohisionc Man S19 00

Escape Route S19.00
Felony S10.00

Frogger S10.OO

Grand Pnx Circuit SI0.00

Guerilla Si0.00

HardCali S10.0O
Hoavenoounrj S19.95

Island of the Dragon Si 9.00

Jordan vs Bira One on Ono S1000

Kings of the Beach , , $10 00

Lions Ol the Universe 519.95

Mainframe ,. S13.00

Mean Streets S10OO
Menace S15 00
RUM C64 Gamepak or C128 Funpak (Specify) S10 CO

Skate or Die Si 3 00

The President Is Missing! Si 0.00

The Three Stooges S10 0O

Tie Break Tennis , , S16.00

Total Eclipse S10.00

Waikerz „ S 19.00
War in Middle Eann $10 00

Wings cf Circe S19.00

[ 05X335 1
Anatomy of the 1541 SB 00
C-64 Sciences Engineering SB 00

Cl 28 Computer Aided Design SB 00

C128 BASIC Training Guide SB 00
Commodore 64 Tricks and Tips S8 00
Compiler Design a Implementation for the C64 . . SB.00
GEOS Programmers Reference Guide $28 00
Graphics Book for me C-64 S3 00

Hitchhikers Guide to GEOS S28 00
ideas for Use on Your C-64 SB CO

Printer Book lor the C64 S8 00
Mapping me C64 S8 00

Easy-to-use - novice user configuration

Now support ULJencode and UUdecode

andmnvenstesoiic'iskcrinabiiffer Also

ASCII o PETSC'I arm PFJSCII to Unix

Prclocal suppon Zmodem up/download,

resume (crash recovery), streaming to

buffer. Ymoflem batch. Ymodem-g

Xmcdem-U Xmodem-lk-gflo Bufler).

Xmoflem-CRC, Punter Kermit; WXrr.odem

Supports High Speed Interlaces like

"_-::l^ ■■ : .-.:: .::: ZSCKtpE

Supports ANSI color, graphics. VT102. anQ

VT52 in 80 col Plus Commodore color

graphics ana ANSI color All emulation

modules now load from one window

Just $29.95
(Specify 5.25" or 3.5" disk)

New faster 80 column modes Soft-80 on

C'64 (enhanced scrolling w' REU); and

25- or 28-line C-128 VDC 80-col. mode

Use any memory device as a buffer

including 17w BEL'. RAMLlflli partition.

GeoRAM. C128 VDC, BBGRAM. and

internal C64 memory

New lext caplure Ieatures.Capture text on

line and slore in any device; High-speed

transfars directly in:o memory and now

retain buffer contenls with battery/power

backed RAM devices such as RAMLink

Enhan:s3 full 'eau-ec Tent editor can

now load/save files from the buffer a-;:

has an in leg rated script compiler

Script language lor automatic operations

Simple BBS mode - dial-in downloading

Suppcts real-time clocks in CMD devices

All new user's manual

JiffvDOS
Increase Disk Access Speed by up to 1500%

While Retaining 100% Compatibility!

JiffyDOS 64 System S39.00

Includes JiflyDOS C64 Computer

ROM ar.d one JiffyDOS drive ROM

jifiyDOS 64c System S39.00

Includes JiffyDOS C64c Computer

ROM and one JiffyDOS drive ROM

JiflyDOS SXS4 System S49.00

Includes JiffyDOS SX64 Computer

ROM and SX15J1 cnve ROM

JiflyDOS 128 System S49.00

Includes JiffyDOS C128 Computer

ROMs and one JillyDOS drive ROM.

JiffyDOS 128D System S49.00

Includes JiflyDOS C128D Computer

ROM and 1571D drive ROM.

JiffyDOS Drive ROMs S19.00

Available for Commodore 1541.1571.

1581 and most compaliDles

••• All Major Credit Cards Accepted

Mastercard • Visa • Discover • American Express

\Msi ■wi.'.'.lw..;/ S-s-V.

Shipping and Handling Charges

O-nc: Subloi.il

SO.01 1OS19.99

S20.O0 to S29.99

S30.00 to S59.99

S60.0CtoS149.99

S150O01OS299.B9

S30O.D01oS799.99

SO00 00 .iiid up

UPS

Ground

S4.75

S5 75

S6.75

S7.75

S11.00

S1BO0

S21.00

2nd

Day

CALL

CALL

CALL

CALL

CALL

CALL

CALL

UP5 2nO

Day Air

S16.00'

S17.5O'

S21.0O*

S29.00-

S3B.00-

S42.O0-

S55 00-

UPS COD. add S5.00 (US only)

Air Parcel

Posi

S5.00

S7.00

S9.00

S11 00

520.00

S25.00

S31I bO

Others

AirMailor

UPS

CALL

CALL

CALL

CALL

CALL

CALL

CALL

CMD

■ Older snipping methods available. Call for details

POLICIES: CMD accepts: Major Credit Cards. Money Orders. COD and
Personal ChecKs Personal Checks are held 3 weeks. Customer is responsible

lor shipping charges on refused packages. Most items are slock, contac: CMD

fo-firm delivery Returns for merchandse credit only within 30 days with prior

_ ttz, , /-n\ roc nnoi S"""0'-'n;|O" ded ts are less snipping, handling, taxes, customs, duties, and

KU. bOX b4D inro. {<• \J) O^D-UU^J a 15oarest0Cl<ingcharge No retunOs or credits on opened software All prices

East LongmeadOW. MA 01028 Fax: (413) 525-0147 and specifications are suniectto change withoutnotice.CMD Business Hours.
Visit our Web Site at http://www.cmdweb.com/ (Orders) m-f. 9AM-5 30pm est (Tecr- Support) M-F, ipm-5 30 pm est

Micro Designs, Inc.
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Dear reader,

Commodore's name and everything affiliated

with it has become cult long ago. That's reason

enough for us to feature this topic in this issue.

Beginning from cult games to those genius

coders/artists/inusicians like Manfred Trenz/

Andreas Eschcr/Chris Huelsbeck and Rainbow

Arts as well as secret hardware Commodore

never dared to release - all those are things

which make our hobby more interesting.

In times where almost every new product, every

new movie and every new living style is called

'cult' by mass media, just to be forgotten in the

following year, we have chosen a real cult and

to feature several aspects of it.

1 wish you much fun with this issue!

Guenther Bauer

P.S.: Although this month is far away from

April, this issue is nevertheless the Apri! issue

of G064!/Commodore World Magazine. I hope

this was hint enough...

New C64 emulator CD by CyberTech

The CD contains a mix of various emulators

and lots of new C64 freeware from almost all

fields of computing, and comes with a table of

contents. The price is DM 39 (ca. US$ 21). -

The ST64 emulator for the Atari ST is available

again as well after minor malfunctions have

been repaired. The emulator is fit for all Atari

ST and Milan computers and the package deal

includes sourcecodc and a printed handbook,

for the price of DM 15 (ca. USS 8). -

CyberTech are searching for all kinds of

musicians to produce a sampler CD. Your

applications together with samples of your

musical work should be sent on CD, MC or

MiniDisk to the address below. The plan is for

the production of 1000 CDs. If you need further

information, please contact CyberTech under

the following address:

CyberTech Gbr

Akazienstr. 23

D-30826 Garbsen

Germany

(ec)

New CD 'SYS49152' by Mikron64

Computer-modulated voices are probably

Mikron64's most conspicuous characteristic.

Their texts are self-reflexive or deal with such

emotional states as loneliness, longing, love or

euphoria. Their basic altitude is to always be

positive, unpretentious and never to take

yourself too serious. Their music often seems to

come straight out of old-time C64 games, from

a period when soundmonitors still were up-to-

date. The sounds are original C64 sounds. The

chords of the first track are unforgettable and

could even be out of one of my own jingles

from the year 1992 ('Short POP" demo,

Candyland/Plush). You can find demo tracks at

this address: www.Mikron64.de

(ec)

The following CDs are now available at

theGo64! shop:

Back in Time I DM 27.50 (ca. US$ 15)

Back in Time II DM 27.50 (ca. USS 15)

MPEG Back in Time DM 12.50 (ca. USS 7)

MPEG Back in Time DM 12. 50 (ca. USS 7)

Immortal DM 27. 50 (ca. USS 15) Ruben

Monteiro

Wanderer DM 27.50 (ca. USS 15) Jogeir

Liljedahl

Nexus6581 DM 27. 50 (ca. USS 15) (in a few

weeks) Rcyn Ouwchand

SYS49152DM 19.70 (ca. USS 11) (Mikron64)

www.mikron64.de

(ec)

'Giana Family' - The family strikes back!

Following 'Bubble Bobble Nostalgia' for PCs,

there is also a new version of 'Giana Sisters' for

PCs. Andreas Kahn, a 22-year-old student from

Hamburg and still enthusiastic fan of the

original game, has resurrected the sisters and

presented 'Giana Family'. It is a multi-player

game with a network option, a level editor and

it works under Windows. The game together

with various sets of levels is downloadable

from the Internet. So far, it remains unclear

whether the key combination 'ARMIN' will

take you to the next level...

http://www.stud.uni-hamburg.de/users/

a_kahn/

(vr)

Orders for Metal Dust will now be

processed!

Soon it will be possible to order your own

original of the SCPU "shoot'em up' game

"Metal Dust' at Protovision's homesite.

Everyone who wants to offer their support for

the boys should register now. And, just as a side

remark: Lots and lots of orders will without

doubt have a very positive effect on the

programmers' motivation ...

http://home.t-online.de/home/bundyman/

(vr)

New book project: C64 - The Culture

Two future communications designers from

Wiesbaden chose to investigate the

phenomenon C64 in their final diploma thesis

and now are looking for fans and programmers

who are willing to help them. The thesis paper

is going to be a comprehensive project and will

contain information about history, technical

details, sales numbers, press reviews, games,

crackers, hackers, office applications, the demo

scene, SID chip music and many themes more.

If you want to offer help you can either contact

the two students by e-mail or telephone.

Matthias Schafer: +49 (0)611 / 8100294

Oliver Weiller: +49 (0)6 II / 9011822

E-mail: C64thecult@hotmaiE.com

(vr)

There is a C64 at the core of every

Gigahertz Pentium computer

Every Peniium computer of the latest

generation contains a C64 somewhere deep in

its body, and we are not talking of emulators

here. In fact, there is a C64 at the very heart of

every of the most modern Gigahertz racers - on

the Intel CPU. Chip designers have amused

themselves by etching their own personal note

into the silicon structures of computer chips for

ages. Flocks of ducks, Dilbcrts, Mickey

Mouses, caterpillars, dinosaurs and alligators,

even complete herds of buffaloes inhabit the

microstructures that under normal

circumstances remain invisible to the human

eye. The National High Magnetic Field

laboratory in Florida has spent some time

observing these droll little animals. The

collection by now comprises a fully-fledged

zoo that can be viewed on the Internet under the

address http://micro.magnetic.fsu.edu/

creatures. The latest examinations with the help

of an electron microscope led to the discovery

of the C64, which evidently still has its fans

amongst chip designers, with our picture as a

proof. One cannot help but feel a certain

satisfaction at the revelation that even at Intel

some people still can appreciate a really GOOD

computer. If you don't want to check out all the

pictures on the National High Magnetic Field

Laboratory's server, (here is a shortcut via this

address: http://home.t-online.de/hoine/mysoft/

gigahz2.htm, where you can also find this

article and the images, (wte/gb)



HobbyTronic 2000
This year's HobbyTronic trade fair opened its halls from Febuary

16th to the 20th in Dortmund, Germany. While last year the

HobbyTronic nearly fell flat because of a lack of visitors, this year

visitors flocked to the exhibition. In spite of the date which is only

shortly before the start of CeBit, 187 exhibitors had opened stands

(5 % more than last year) at the HobbyTronic and the number of

visitors (approx. 70,000) fairly exceeded last year's (66,000).

by Gimther Richie r

The participants of the 23 rd fair dedicated to

PCs, software, radio and electronics could

profit from the ever-increasing demand for

computer hardware and software and from the

visitors" willingness to spend their money on

computers and computer-related goods. The

range of products and services offered at the

HobbyTronic 2000 included nearly everything

the heart of a computer aficionado desires.

Among the 120 product groups available at the

HobbyTronic were difficult-to-obtain special

articals. They are one of the reasons, apart from

bargain prices, why this fair has become the

largest and most popular computer fair in

Germany. Moreover, radio amateurs, and all

fans of electronics, video and TV technology

could choose from a wide variety of products,

equipment and services.

VS-Elcktronik, Conrad-Elcktronik and the

Dutch bargain seller together with the various

computer clubs seem to belong to the few

constants at the HobbyTronic. Many of the

smaller companies differ from year to year so

that every year there are new opportunities for

discoveries and for comparing prices.

Unfortunately the percentage of suppliers of

electronics and meteorology instruments

decreases every year. The main emphasis of the

trade fair is on computers and computer

equipment as well as on telecommunications.

And, yes. it is true, bargains arc always waiting

just around the comer. For example: there were

64MB PCI 00 SIMMs, starting at prices from

DM 105 (about $51 US), 64MB SO-DIMMs

(notebook RAM) starting at DM 190 ($92),

recent printer models (e.g. EPSON Stylus 740)

for about DM 279 ($ 136), printer cartridges for

DM 10 ($5), batteries for mobile phones

starting at DM 30 ($15), digital cordless phones

starting at DM 69 ($34) and countless other

interesting offers. As was to be expected,

suppliers of software and hardware for the C64

were not present. Maybe next year one of the

computer clubs or suppliers will also offer the

CMD product range or some Scanntronik

remainders. On the other hand, fortunately

nearly all of the junk sellers have disappeared

from the HobbyTronic.

According to its tradition, the HobbyTronic this

year as every year offered various special

exhibitions. This year's artistic attraction was

the Airbrush exhibit. Printers, monitors and

computer cases in general were transformed into

true masterpieces of art with the well-known

airbrush technique. Visitors could attend a live

airbrushing session. Those who have always

dreamed about changing the look of their

computer to match their office styling or

brightening it up with their favorite design can

fulfill flier wishes with the help of this unique

process. Airbrush is not really something new,

but nevertheless it's fascinating to watch the

artists at work and to see the pictures evolving

from delicate lines.

The special exhibtion '25 years of Personal

Computers' organized by the Heinz-Nixdorf-

Muscums-Forum (HNF) gave an impressive

review of the evolution of Personal Computers

and continued last year's special exhibition by

the same entity which was entitled "5000 years

of computers". This time, no cuneiform scripts

from Mesopotamia were on exhibition, but

computers from the 20th century. The exhibition

probably reawakened some memories in many

of the visitors, who had the chance to take a look

at treasures from the Apple II to our legendary

C64, from the first Mac to the V20 and the

numerous ATARI copmutcrs. All of the

computers were working properly. In order to be

able to answer questions about software and

hardware exchanging opportunities concerning

the C64, and to show that even today there arc

still publications dealing with C64s, the HNF

asked us for an issue of the GO64!, a wish we

promptly fulfilled. The HNF's computers by the

way are mostly donations, and the HNF even

has a CRAY-II in their collection . Julia

Bruchhauscn from the HNF explained that only

a small part of their exhibtion could be moved to

HobbyTronic. The museum in Paderborn,

Germany, offers lots more. For instance, they

have a working reconstruction of the Leibnitz

machine, a Thomas arithmometer from 1850, a

Jacquard machine with punchcard system,

components of the ENIAC copmuter from 1945,

the board computer of the Gemini space capsule

and an 'Apple I'. The collection consists of5000

exhibits on writing, calculating, office

equipment and computer technology displayed

on 18,000 square meters. Moreover, the

museum has the possibility to come up with

individual special programs for its visitors. But

the HNF is more than just a museum. The 2nd

WDR's (Wcstdeutscher Rundfunk, a local

German radio and TV station) "Computer

Night" on the 11th and 12th of December 1999

was held at the HNF. If you're interested and

want to take a look at the museum's exhibits, try

one of the following:

http://www.hnf.de



Heinz-Nixdorf-Museums-Forum

Fiirstenalle 7

D-33102 Paderborn

Germany

Tel.: +49 (0)5251 -3066-00

Fax:+49 (0)5251 -3066-09

GEOS User Club

As with last year, the GUC did not offer any

information or exhibits on the C64.

1. Wittener Computerclub:

Two months ago the 1. Wittcner Computerclub

elected a new chairman: Stefan Zclazny (Imp://

homc.t-oniinc.de/home/galaktus/index.html), a

veteran Commodore user. Naturally the

activities of the computer club are not restricted

to C64s but it can be assumed that special

attention wil be paid to the C64. Stefan was

immediately willing to start a guest book at the

stand (once more, thanks very much to Stefan

Zclazny and the 1. Wittcner Computerclub). In

the Commodore comer of the stand he showed

a C64 relay card which was used to control

various electrical devices under the title

"Controling with the C64". The selection of

devices was very intersting, with some true eye

catchers amongst them, for example a water tap

without installation, a turning red alarm light

and a siren.

It was good to see so many C64 fans around.

The C64user guest book at the 1.Wittener

Computerclub's stand at the end of the

HobbyTronic held 92 inscriptions. Amongst

them was Oliver Biasin who had the longest

way to the fair, as he lives 454 kilometers away.

There was also an autograph by a C64 user from

Sandweilen, Luxembourg, who apart from

Oliver Biasin had the second C65 at the

HobbyTronic.

Here some other interesting names from the

guest book:

Helmut Rerig

Nikolaus Malecki

Meeting Point BBS (http://go.to/mpbbs)

Jurgen Heinisch / Gcos User Club

Heinz Nixdorf Forum

Dirk Klcttke

Frank Jurke (Hoogo/Padua)

Dr. Johannes Schulze-Oechtcring

Ralf Knabc (Stressie)

Arndt Oevermann

Dr. Reinhard Kratzbcrg (Wan Tu-Eit, MySoft)

Bodo Faros (GIG Slid)

Oliver Biasin (CCL)

Some ofthe visitors also wrote funny comments

into the guest book, here are some examples:

Hi, I'm Bjorn's girlfriend and I'm suffering

from his C64 addiction. Annette God save

the Queen, 8, 1 Markus Knuputsch (or

something similar, it was hard to read)

On Friday and Saturday, Helmut Rerig

demonstrated hardware from CMD (SCPU

16MB, RAMLink, Turbo232, 1750XL,

FD2000, HD40) along with Wheels on his

CI28. He also had connected a zip and a CD-

ROM drive. Two more special treats were the

self-made central power supply and the drive

number control at the front ofthe machine. This

equipment increases working speed incredibly.

The coffee-producing industry is probably

happy that it was not available earlier on, as

coffee breaks during loading and saving periods

are now unnecessary. This fact is especially

noticeable when you return to a standard C64.

Helmut Rerig described the visitors' interest in

his installation as "lively" - no wonder as such a

combination of various machines is no

everyday feature.

On Saturday, Dr. Reinhard Kratzbcrg made his

appearance and demonstrated his MySoft

Edition. He stayed until Sunday at 6 p.m..

During this time visitors flocked to the stand

and in the ensuing hectic; unfortunately some

names got lost. Nevertheless, there were some

interesting things to sec, for instance, a 386

together with a C128 and an HD-2000 in a

Commodore Slimline case. Moreover, the same

fan had a 64 Rev. E in shorter C64 II case, with

a I28D metal keyboard. He himself had made

the upper part of the case out of sheet metal. The

whole thing resulted in an extremely small C64

with an external keyboard, but unfortunately we

do not have any photographs of the machine.

On Sunday the C64 section of the stand was

hosted by Stefan Zclazny, Oliver Biasin and Dr.

Reinhard Kratzberg. Even on this last day of the

HobbyTronic the stand had lots of visitors,

though the number was not as high as on Friday

and Saturday respectively. Oliver and Stefan

had a great time playing 'Giana Sisters' at the

HNF's stand. They demonstrated to the

"speechless" visitors how to survive the first

levels and also the famous 'ARMIN' cheat.

Reinhard Kratzbcrg and Stefan Zelazny also

surprised the public with a heated discussion

about the pros and cons of different BASIC

editors on the various computers exhibited.

Overall, the HobyTronic was quite a success for

the 1. Wittener Computerclub and also for the

C64. Stefan Zelazny could not confirm the lack

of interest in the C64 that Micheal Hesse had

noticed last year. The autographs 1. Wittcner

CC's guestbook, and HNF's exhibition and

demonstrations, speak for themselves.

The I. Wittener Computerclub*s webpages can

be found at this address:

http://www.en.shuttle.de/server/

As a sumary, the HobbyTronic has again

become a lot more attractive since last year and

bargain hunters can find some interesting offers

in Dortmund. Many of the exhibitors have taken

over the computer clubs' idea and offer to test

the hardware purchased from them on the spot.

Obviously it has become more important to

offer quality at a lower price.

By the way: The HobbyTronic Computer

exhibition 2001, the 24th trade fair for PCs,

software, radio and electronics will be held from

02/14/2001 to 02/18/2001 in the

Wcstfalcnhallcn 5 - 7, so one more exibition

hall than this year and the last years is planned

for...(ad)



Second thoughts

about the

HobbyTronic 2000

by Helmut Rerig

I have been a visitor of the HobbyTronic in

Dortmund for some years now. This year I

also came as an cxhibtor. I had contacted the

1. Wittener Computcrclub, and, as they had a

very large area to themslevcs this year, they

gave me the opportunity to present present-

day subjects under the motto 'Commodore

CL28 and the technology of the year 2000'.

Of course I also had the chance to take a look

around at the fair and see what interesting

things I could find. So here's my view of

things at the HobbyTronic 2000:

At first I (hought lhat the hope for any special

bargains would be in vain anyway, as they

have disappeared some time ago. But

nevertheless there is always a lot to see at the

fair and you only very rarely encounter such a

wide range of hardware and software at one

place. Speech-recognition software attracted a

lot of interest, however, one cannot help

asking oneself, "who needs such things?" In

my mind, such software may be interesting to

lawyers or chief executives as a substitute for

a secretary, but for John Doc it is just not

worth it and it might simply be a little too

much. On the other hand though, speech

recognition for mobile car phones can

possibly save lives...

Anything else? There were lots of offers of ink

for refilling printer cartridges. But to me this

seems a little dangerous, because my

experiences with that kind of ink have been

negative. Those printers with the jet system

integrated into the printer cartridge (e.g. HP

printers) tolerate all inks. But you should be

careful with some Canon and EPSON printers,

as the jet system is installed in the printer and

refill inks that do not contain the same kind of

solvents may block the jets.

Another of the offers at the trade fair were

games, PC books and CDs galore.

Considering the printing costs the books come

virtually as presents. I always wonder who

wants to read those endless PC books? Any

readers who reach the end must have forgotten

anyway what the beginning was about! The

CDs were sold at prices that only cover the

costs for the recordable media itself, however,

they mostly contain software and music that in

these fast, modem times are already past their

heyday.

But it was possible to make some bargains for

our favorite computer, the C64/128. One

supplier sold 100 5 1/4 inch disks for DM 5

($2.50) and 100 3 1/2 inch disks for DM 15

($7). A friend of mine told me that HD disks

are very hard to find nowadays, which is quite

true. The storage media used in today's PC

world are probably mostly zip disks or CD-

ROMs.

Another supplier even offered the original

EPROM writer 'Quick Byte T by Jahn for

only DM 10 (S5), complete with the manual.

At the same stand one could purchase a cheap

CD called 'Homccomputer Nostalgic-Box'

with various emulators and the complete

issues of the 64'cr mag, by the publishing

t

house Franzis-Vcrlag.

I'm sure 1 could have found a lot more stuff,

but I did not have the time, as I had not only

come to take a iook around but also to exhibit

my own project.

The stand of the I. Wittener Computcrclub

had many visitors and various computer

system users found their platform: PC. Acron,

Amiga, C64, C128 etc. People showed a lot of

interest in the stand and especially in the C64

with a relay control pc board, as well as all the

other machines belonging to it that were on

display there.

On the two days of the fair I had a lot of work

and many questions to answer. The

installation I had brought along had been put

together under the title 'Commodore C128

and the technlogy of the year 2000'. It

consisted of a flat C128 / SCPU 128 with a

16MB RAMCard / RL with 16MB RAM /

CMDREU 1750 XL/CMD-HD/CD drive/

zip drive/ 1571. Naturally, every installation

is only as good as the software it runs with, so

I used GEOS128 with the 'DoublcDeskl28'

interface on the RAMLink.

The 'DoubleDeskl28' offered the possibility

to copy and start files directly from the CD. As

not all people use GEOS I also had two other

programs running. The banking program

'Banking 128' by Holger Stiihr aroused a lot of

interest, and the same is true for the test

version of 'RL-Commander V3.xx' by the

same programmer (further development of the

original program by Rudolf Sanda).

The two days of the fair were over much too

quickly, and while they were very interesting,

they also required a lot of commitment. Once

again I 'd like to thank the 1. Wittener

Computcrciub for its hospitality, and I'd also

like to thank all the visitors who actively took

part in the success of the fair, (ma)
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3RET WEAPONS

OMMODOUE

by Nicolas Welte

Secret Weapons isn't just another website

dealing with classic computers like so

many others on the Internet. While other

sites may contain pictures of all different

types of computers and usually the

corresponding technical data, SWoC (Secret

Weapons of Commodore) delivers

previously unknown devices and projects

funded by Commodore. Naturally, such a

website can not be 100% correct, so be

forwarned that there may be errors or false

information. But this is one of the charms of

the site, since others are encouraged to

contribute information and help out.

The initial page is somewhat simple and

contains no frames. There are only a few

inline pictures on the page. This site can be

viewed with LYNX without losing any

information. Most pictures are text links, so

they can be downloaded easily. The images

are of varying levels of quality. Some come

from old computer magazines. Others are of

used equippment to which time has not been

kind. The truth is, however, that these

pictures are better than none at all; plus, the

main focus is on the text descriptions of the

devices.

Visitors to this site will be rewarded in

various ways. Readers will be informed

about the history of Commodore, from it's

humble beginnings as a typewriter company

in the 1950's right up through to it's role as a

player in the personal computer revolution,

as well as the dramatic ending. You'll also

leam about the lives of the founding father of

Commodore, Jack Tramiel, who funded the

company for many years, and later joined

Atari in a search for something different.

Journeying through the Secret Weapons

website you'll see a wide range of unusual

machines, but you'll probably recognize

many of them. The ledgendary C65,

successor to the C64, is probably the best

known example of hardware that was never

commercially produced. Just about everyone

No, it's not what you think. We're not talking about the newest

military technology, but rather something from our favorite

computer company. Cameron Kaiser's website (http://

retrobits.com/ckb/secret/) contains information about rare,

unknown and never-before-seen hardware projects from

Commodore.

of business computers that never made it big.

This is the CBM-II-Series, a successor to the

PET series. Two fundamentally different

variations were built: One had a 40 column

screen which used the VIC-II videochip (the

same as used in the C64), and the other had

an 80 colum display and used the 6845 chip

(just like the 8000 series PET computers).

Both computers were fitted with the 6581

Sid sound chip. The unusual feature of this

series is the 6509 CPU, a variation of the

well known 6502. The 6509 had a special

feature: This processor has a built in

mechanism for dealing with multiple RAM

banks, up to a total of 16, that can be filled

with up to 1 MB of ram. These computers

were available for purchase with up to 256

kB ram. They also contained slots for

planned processor upgrade cards using the

Z80 and 8088 (for the usage of CP/M and

MS-DOS). After a short time these

computers disappeared from the market and

slipped into obscurity.

Cameron

Kaiser,

author of

Secret

Weapons

has at least heard of the C65. Commodore

produced and distributed some devices in

selected areas of the globe, and are almost

completely unknown in the rest of the world.

A good example of this category is the

Commodore Max, a C64-like games console

distributed in 1982 in Japan. The C64GS

console, available in England in 1990, was

well known to most European Commodore

fans. This product wasn 't vigorously

marketed, and ended up being little more

than a curiosity.

Surprisingly, many devices never made it to

the United States and were only available in

Europe: The first Commodore 128D in a

plastic case, the Commodore 116, the C64G

and C64GS, as well as the 1570 disk drive.

These products qualify as Secret Weapons; at

least for most of the world. The Cl 16 and

C64GS weren't hits in the countries of their

production, and they quickly disappeared. As

a result, there is only a small group of

followers for these computers. In contrast, it

seems that there weren't any products that

were distributed in the USA that were not

aiso produced elsewhere.

Let's take a look at some of the highlights:

Commodore had a complete working series

Another computer, somewhat related to the

CBM-II series, also enjoyed a limited

amount of popularity. It's history is

connected to the origin of the C128. as

developer Bil Herd revealed on CompuServe

in 1993 (the German translation was printed

in 64'er magazine). Commodore planned a

computer, the DI28, using the 6509 CPU,

6845 and VIC-II chips. This computer was

supposed to be incompatible with all other

computers made up to this point. Bil Herd,

having just finished the development of the

C64-incompatible 264 series, considered this

to be a dead end project due to it's

incompatibility with the C64. The concept of

the C128 was born. Ideas for the C128 also



came from the never-sold C900 series, which

used the VDC 8563 video chip to produce 80

column graphics.

The CBM 900 was concieved as a UNIX

workstation with a 16 bit Zilog Z8000 CPU.

The CPU itself was not successful despite

it's progressive technology. The few existing

C900 prototypes look very much like the

Amiga 2000,but have a built in 5.25" disk

drive rather than a 3.5" drive

The entire Commodore 264 series also has

an entry on this site: Even the most well

known representatives of this group, the

Plus/4 and CI6, could eke out a living in the

niche market, and this held true for the

mostly unsuccessful Cl 16. During the

development period, several other variations

appeared. Originally, the series was designed

as a set of business computers. This explains

why the flagship model C364 was equipped

with a numeric keypad. Moreover, it had

built in speech synthesis hardware like the

Magic Voice module for the C64, but with an

extensive vocabulary. Only three C364 units

were built, one of which is owned by Bo

Zimmerman (http://www.zimmers.net/).

The C264 is the direct ancestor of the Plus/4.

This model didn't contain the integrated

software that the Plus/4 contained. The C232

is a variation of the C264 with just 32k RAM

housed in an identical case and with the

same keyboard as (he C264. At least twenty

units were sold as clearance in the

Netherlands, Commodore must have been

closer to production with this machine than

with the C364. The widely produced Plus/4

and C16 still contained memory tests for the

32k version in ROM.

Surely the most well known of

Commodore's secret weapons is the

Commodore 65. Rumors started to spread

early on during the development of the C65,

and many C64 users waited eagerly for the

new machine. Unfortunately, the hopes of

many were dashed: The production of this 8-

bit machine with Amiga-like capabilities was

cancelled, due to the possibility of

competition with the Amiga. The

development of this machine progressed

quite far, indicated by the few hundred fully

working machines in existance. The

hardware and software were never fully

completed, and that is why many ideas were

not completed. These ideas were, however,

saved in the developer documentation. As

Commdore went into bankruptcy, the C65

prototypes (originally manufactured as

software developer's machines) as well as



The 1570 disk drive, almost totally un

known in the USA

the development information was sold, and

the rest is history). Whoever owns a C65

today should really treasure it, for in addition

to being very rare, it would bring in a heafty

sum of money. But who would want to sell

theirs anyway?!

These are only some of the many types of

secret weapons dreamed up and created by

Commodore developers. As you can see in

picture #1, there are quite a few others to be

seen. A huge list of peripherals and special

computer variations can be explored from a

different and fascinating chapter in

Commodore's history. Just like the game

Chessmate, these devices deserve a position

in GO64!'s Cult Comer.

Cameron Kaiser was nice enough to answer

a few questions for me. Our

interview follows:

Cameron Kaiser was nice enough to answer

a few questions for me. Our interview

follows:

GO64!: Cameron, what is your personal

Commodore history?

Despite the fact that I use them incessantly

now (and am writing thisE-mail on one of

my two workhorse 128 systems), my first

computerwas not a Commodore of any sort,

but a Tomy Tutor, an obscure I6-bitsystem

with similar architecture to the TI 99/4A. In

fact, my firstexperience with a 64 was a

fairly bad one, thanks to a phenomenon

thathappens when you type an odd number

of quote marks. :-) Naturally,I got over it

when my parents got me one in 1984, not

long after thesystem had started becoming

increasingly popular. 1 still have

thatparticular unit, even though the PLA

blew out a few years back.

I wrote several articles for COMPUTE!

Gazette until it folded, anda few more for

LOADSTAR, mostly utility programs but

also a few more "atypical" items like an

adventure game programming language

andeven a periodic table tutor. Nowadays I

write and release sharewareand commercial

titles under the Computer Workshops name,

and ofcourse for the 64.

In my little apartment I have two 128s, a

128D, a Plus/4 and an SX-64;in storage, I

also have a breadbox 64 system and a VIC-

20, plus afew other interesting components

like a 116 casing Martijn van Buulsent me.

And, ofcourse, my workhorse 128s are my

primary system.

GO64!: How did von get started with SWoC

and how did you get the idea for it? And

where did you get all this amazing

information from ?

I got the idea from a similar site the Atari 8-

bit camp had once, the URL for which I have

unfortunately forgotten. It covered some

realAtari oddball machines, and I figured

that Commodore must have had

someskeletons in the closet themselves, so I

took the systems I was thenaware of,

compared it with Jim Brain's comprehensive

(not anymore ;-)list, and dug through the Net

and my own archives. Much of the early

information Marko Mikelt had catalogued

quite a bit before on his own secrets page,

but more came out of the woodwork as soon

as I started releasing my own updates and

finds on the models. All the information you

see on SWoC ultimately had a source, some

as brief as a footnote in a book somewhere,

but they all have independent verification for

their existence. Of course, most of SWoC's

content comes from the cadre of sharp-eyed

collectors and readers who have sent in

scans, clippings, URLs and even components

(in addition to the 116 case, I have a

MagicVoice. and Richard Atkinson sent me a

complete Sound Expander, box,software,

unit and all), and they're the real source of

the ratherstartling history of one unique

computer company. For the rest, Iconsulted

my own library, plus the vast transcribed

resources on the Net, and a whole array of

used bookshops. You never know what

you'llfind there, and I found quite a few

gems.

For the record, the machine I want more than

anything else is a 9OO.The 65 is only a close

second.:-)

GO64!: You're presently running many

Commodore projects, and there were even

more in the past, which you had to pass on

due to real work(tm). What can we expect

from you in thefuture?

Naturally, both SWoC and the Commodore

Knowledge Base will be updated as new

information arrives, so that will stay the

same. The ninthedition of SWoC is under

construction right now.

I'm also working on some new software

titles. HyperLink 2.5, theupgrade to

HyperLink 2.0, Computer Workshops'

hypermedia system, wiilfeature a web

browser and Internet access. Using a shell

account, youwill be able to browse the Web

and even view .jpgs and .gifs withoutCPU

acceleration or even extra hardware. It

should be ready for download by early

summer, and will be shareware. You can

seescreenshots at

http://www.armory.com/-spectre/cwi/hl/

web.html .

Of course, the project that keeps on going,

Nether, is still beingworked on. Nether is a

3D shootemup featuring texture

mapping,dynamic light sourcing, and a

completely realised game world

withswitches and secret areas, an automap.

and ofcourse a host of nasty aliens. The old

version is being refitted with a new andfaster

3D rendering package, but I don't have an

expected releasedate for that. Nether's URL

is

http://www.armory.com/-spectre/cwi/

nether/ .

There's also a few ideas coming down the

pike, but I'll keepthose under my hat for now.

As for new web projects, I don't know of any

yet, but the best ideasare the ones that just

come to you out of the blue. So we'll see!

GO64!: Thank you very much for this

interview and good luck with your projects!

In closing, I'd just like to reiterate that this

site is really fabulous, and well worth a visit

by every one of our readers. I know you'll

enjoy it too. Have fun!

(ad)
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Formula 1 Database V 5.0 ■

Formula I Database V 5.0 is a program for

editing, calculating and printing the results of

the formula I drivers championship on C 64 and

C 128 (in C64 mode) in a comfortable way. On

the C128 the 2 MHz mode can be used to

accelerate calculations.

The program consists of the parts

*Fl-BOOT

*FI-VERWALTUNG

*Fl-SURFACE.OBJ

*Fl-CHR/MOB.BIN

*FI-MAIN

which must be on the same disk. Fl-datafiles

are marked with two leading graphic characters

looking simuiar to a finishing flag.

To run Formula I Database, use the command

L0AD"Fl-B00T",8,1

which loads all parts and starts the program

automatically.

Using the program

Formula 1 Database V 5.0 can be controlled

with the keyboard or a joystick in port 2. When

using the keyboard, the following keys are

important:

The new eharset contains the German umlauts,

which can be entered by "Shift:" (u), "Shift ;"

(T), "@" (?), "O o" (a), "C= p" C), "Shift @"

(e) and "Pound" (e).

Main menu

1.) Change parameters:

If there is no file in memory, a new one can be

created by entering the maximum numbers of

drivers and races. Note: These values can't be

changed afterwards! You can also activate or

deactivate (which may be necessary when using

certain cartridges) the C!28's 2 MHz mode,

choose the printer type (Epson 9- or 24-pin

models and MPS 801 compatibles), control the

sending of linefeeds and set the secondary

address for transparent mode of your printer

interface. The transparent mode sends all chars

without transformation to the printer, the

secondary address for it depends on the

interface model (for example 1 for the

Wiesemann 92000, see manual, 5 for Xctec).

The value "256" sends the output to the

userport.

2.) Enter formula 1 drivers:

Select line and press "RETURN" to enter the

drivers/teams. With "P" you can print their list.

3.) Enter results:

If you use a joystick, the up/down directions are

equal to cursor up/down. By pushing it left or

right you can choose one of the icons in the

screen border, which can be activated with the

fire button. From left to right the icons work the 4.) Show results:

same way as "Fl", "F3", "F5", "F7", "-", "+",

"M" and "RETURN".

With "factor" you can select if full or half point

is given to the drivers. If a race has to be stopped

before finishing most ofthe distance, the winner

for example can gain only five instead of ten

points.

5.) Show statistics:

Shows statistics and ranking for a driver.

6.) Show points:

Shows table with points from the first up to the

selected race, if two or more drivers arc equal,

the number of first, second, ... places determine

their positions.

7.) Save file:

All Fl-datafiles on the disk and the name of the

file in memory are shown and can be chosen.

After an optional modification, the saving

begins. With "+" or icon 6 the directory of a

different diskdrive is loaded.

8.} Load file:

If there is already a file in memory, you get a

warning that it will be deleted by loading a new

one.

9.)

Restart deletes a file in memory and allows to

create a new one.

Items 2 and 7 can only be chosen if there is a file

in memory, for item 3 at least one driver must

have been entered. To activate items 4 to 6 the

result of a race must be present. If the necessary

data isn't there, you hear a signal tone.

Printing is possible at items 2, 4, 5, and 6. If the

printer is not ready, you get an alert sound; you

hear the same sound in case of a disk error.

Thomas KleuxJad

Here you can sec and print the results of the

races.



CLiPS - Comer

live during its

development
As we noted in the CLiPS report in issue

1/2000, CLiPS makes use of data areas

called "virtual bitmaps". This means that an

application which wants to display something

on the screen doesn't write it directly into (he

graphics memory, but into another memory

area that has been assigned to it by the CLiPS

memory manager when the application was

started. This virtual graphics buffer is only as

large as the program's window. This way. a

program that displays, say, an analogue clock,

doesn't need a full-size bitmap, but only one as

large as the clock.

Overlapping windows

Imagine the CLiPS desktop, with some

windows on it overlapping each other, and one

of the windows in the back showing the

familiar rotating paperclip. This window is

partly covered by other windows of other

applications, like Ehc Pathfinder. Now imagine

what a task it would be for the small paperclip

demo if it had to find out where it may draw,

and which pixels and line segments it has to

leave out, because they are covered by the

corner of another window? Unthinkable. But

with the virtual bitmap concept, the rotating

paperclip doesn't have to know if it's half

covered - it is always fully drawn. The real

time-intensive task, namely copying the clip

into the actual bitmap that's displayed by the

64, is handled by the system. CLiPS maintains

a matrix that tells exactly which windows are

CLiPS is on the way to becoming a revolution in the world of

operating systems on the 64. At the moment, it is being developed

piece by piece. Every step, and each conceptual detail is carefully

planned, in order to create an open system that offers maximum

flexibility and performance to both the user and the programmer.

Every issue will feature the news from the CLiPS development labs

at Protovision. Today's article describes CLiPS' powerful window

management system.

by Malie Mundt

where, and particularly, which window is at the

top in each cursor cell. This way, the system

won't paint a window in full, if two thirds of it

are covered by another window!

The same procedure as...?

Moving a window does not result in all

programs lying behind it being asked to redraw

their windows, as known on other systems,

where redrawing a window may take quite

some time, depending on the complexity of the

task. One simple example on the 64 is

GeoWritc, which redraws the text line by line

after removing a dialog box - even if the

machine is equipped with a ram expansion that

could easily buffer the graphics area covered by

the dialogue box.

Control Panel.

Pathfinder

Ba*ic Prompt

Pathfinder BASIC Desktop SuperCPU
Feature* Setup

Kfe#.:-

CLiPS uses a more effective method - the

applications hardly notice when their window

is moved, since the full contents of their

windows is always kept in the virtual bitmap.

Moving a window only causes the matrix

mentioned above to be updated, and the next

time the screen is refreshed, any newly visible

window part is displayed from the virtual

bitmap.

Clipping

In contrast to "clipsing" (meaning working &

playing with CLiPS), "clipping" is a general

term that denotes a system's ability to draw

windows that are partly outside the visible area

of the screen. Here lies another benefit of

virtual bitmaps, besides efficient memory

usage: since the application simply draws into

this bitmap, it is independent of the position of

the window. Not only does it free the program

from handling variations of bitmap addresses

when a window is moved; it doesn't even have

to care if a text line to be displayed has to be

broken because it exceeds the screen area! It

simply writes everything into the virtual

bitmap, which is located in the fast memory of

the SuperCPU, instead of the slow ram of the

C64 which is still clocked a! 1 MHz, and where

the VIC reads its data.

Clipping itself is automatically done by the

CLiPS' window refresh routine: when it

refreshes a window which is half out of the

screen, an optimized routine is used to copy

only the visible part into the real bitmap.



Local changes

Since CLiPS is designed to use the available

resources, the capacity of the SuperCPU in

particular, as efficiently as possible without

wasting them, it does'nt have to redraw a whole

window just because a small portion has

changed. All an application has to do is tell the

operating system which region of the window it

changed - only this region will be handled

during refresh. This saves an enormous amount

of processing time, which can be used by other

running programs, since CLiPS is a preemptive

multitasking operating system.

Nested windows

As a special feature, CLiPS' window

management system offers the possibility to

open so-called MDI windows (MDI = Multiple

Document Interface). These are windows in

which other windows can be created, which can

only be displayed inside their main window, and

can't be moved out. This way, a word

processing program could allow you to open

and edit several texts at the same time. An

image processor could display several image

clips with different effects applied to them; an

IRC (Internet Relay Chat) program could open

several channels and private message windows

at the same time, which the user could re-order

as he likes. Naturally, if a parent window is

minimized, all its child windows are minimized,

too, although they can (and should) be threads

of their own.

Sufficient space

The highest flicker-free resolution available on

the 64 is a HiRes bitmap measuring 320x200

pixels. Such a screen is easy to fill, unless the

icons, gadgets and texts are reduced to

unreadable sizes; also, this is why the CLiPS

taskbar isn't constantly visible, but can be

brought up at the lower border with a mouse

click. But since you never have enough space,

CLiPS users will be able to open up to four

"consoles" at the same time, each a CLiPS

desktop of its own. These consoles can freely

be ordered, for instance, in such a way that a

window moved beyond the right border on

console 1 appears at the left border on console

2. This allows seldomly used windows to be

kept on other desktops. Or think of running an

application on desktop two, while its source

code is still opened in an editor on desktop one,

waiting for farther changes.

But a window may also be as wide as two. three

or even four desktops, if it becomes necessary

for some reason.

This feature will prove important when it

comes to viewing web pages or pictures larger

than 320x200 pixels. Take a look at the World

Wide Web, and you'll see that there are hardly

any sites that could be stuffed into a window

measuring only 320x200. And if you open a

web page with non-Commodore content today,

you can hardly expect it to support Lynx. This

problem will be solved by CLiPS in the best

way available on the 64: by creating a large

window with 640x400 pixels that occupies all

the four consoles. Then, this huge window can

be navigated using either the keys or the mouse.

Next time we'll explain the disk concepts used

by CLiPS. Will it support using more than four

drives simultaneously?

(gb)

*** The Computer-Specialist
***

C16 - C116 - PLUS/4 - 1541 -1551 -1571 - 1581 - C64 -

Drucker -1530 -1531 - VC20 - C128 - C128D - PC

Hardware

Printer-Spooler, Books, 256KB RAM;

Extension for P4, C16-C116-P4-C64-:

1541-1551-1581 exchange-units and;

PCBs, Mouse with adapters and driver, r

RS232-Centronics+data transfer:

interfaces, with software, increased:

powerunits, 1200 + 1400 mA for;

C16/C116, romlisting 3.5 , mailbox-i

working. EPROMs,:

handbooks+manuals, module.

joysticks, disks, IEC488 interface, P4 in

German, 64KB REU for C16/C116,

"Das grofie PLUS4 Buch" for 19,50'

DM, "Das gro&e C64 Buch" for 29,80;

DM, dataset-justage II

Special offers: Power supplies, printer,

C16/C116, monitors, computers,

floppie-heads, PCBs 1541 II, j

Commodore ICs, transistors, etc.

Software

;Free-, PD-, Shareware,

userprograms, data-transfer, RS232,

Centronics, superbase. FIG-

FOURTH, LOGO, ULTRA-FORTH,

Game- USA- + Hungaria Soft.

Turbotape Super for 64KB C16/C116.

All disks total full with 170KByte.

Programs each 9.50 DM, GEOS,

PAOS for P4, Sound, speach and

modulsoft. Original GEOS 3.5 for

C16/C116/Plus4 + 1551, copy and

crackprograms, machine-language,

CALC + SCRIPT in German, nibbler,

etc.

Discount for disks:

5 10 15 20 30 50 75 pieces

1520 25 30 40 50 60 % discount

now only 9,50 DM PER DISK

Repair and service: Advising service daily 9 am to 8 pm
Repair from 29,50 DM + material in 24 hours. Ail original spareparts modul. Cable,

adapters, RAMs. plugs, extensions, single parts. Floppy repair from 39.50 DM +

material. Keyboards, modulaters, crystals, all power supplies, exhanging-units and

PCBs. LEDs, circuit-diagrams, ICs, paddle-t-cable for 1551, paddle-sticks for C64,

eprom-banks with 12x switch and 2x6 set places, shielding for 1551 for noises,

keyboard cleaning, utility modules with your own software or standards...

One everytime new bonus-disk per order and informations with

tips and tricks and our big advising service for the costumers

*** ELEKTRONIK - TECHNIK ***

*** Ing. Uwe Peters VDI/DGQ ***
Tannenweg 9, D-24610 Trappenkamp, Germany

Tel.: 0049 43 23/39 91 FAX/MODUM/DFU 4415



Interpretation The Visitor

by Bruce Thomas

I had a visitor from France yesterday. Now,

for some readers this wouldn't be

newsworthy. I imagine there are even a fair

number of CW/GO64! subscribers who live

in France. I live in Western Canada, so my

visitor was a fair distance from home. I

admit, visitors to my home normally

wouldn't show up in a magazine article

about Commodore computers and GEOS.

The reason for this visit, and what was done

during it, brought up many things that

warrant discussion here. My visitor was not a

stranger. He had lived in Canada for 30 years

and retired back to his homeland 7 years ago.

He used to be a member of our local

UserGroup and decided to look me up on his

return visit to help solve some GEOS

problems. He brought four of his GEOS

disks with him.

Start Me Up

Two of these were original boot disks that he

uses regularly to boot GEOS 128. Now, this

should set bells and whistles ringing

everywhere. The number one rule of GEOS.

even though V2.0 comes with a Backup Boot

Disk, has got to be 'protect your original

boot disks and make copies for everyday

use'. The GEOS copy protection scheme

means that you can't just use any disk copy

software to create usable copies.

There are a number of options still available

including Maverick (available from

Centsible Software [www.centsibfe.com]

with all parameter disks for $29.95) and

geoMakeBoot (available from CMD

[www.cmdweb.com] for SI2.95). Maverick

lets you create boot disks on 5 1/4" media

while geoMakeBoot lets you create a boot

disk on any media format supported by

GEOS. Wheels (or also MegaPatch 3) is

another option and it even comes with its

own Boot Disk maker program. I used

Maverick to make Boot Disk duplicates for

my visitor.

Take a number

The next problem that my visitor had was the

serialization of his two bootdisks. One disk

was VI.4 of GEOS 128 and the second one

was V2.0. When he installed his V2.0 he

answered the question about previously

installed applications wrong and ended up

with two serial numbers. Now, there are a

number of ways, including Maverick, to

modify or strip the serial number from

applications so they will work with different

boot disks.

Since my visitor did not have any add-on

packages he was only having trouble with

geoWrite. Yes. geoWrite is coded to the boot

disk it was first installed to but its datafiles

are not, so you are right to ask where the

problem is. Simply use theV2.0 version of

geoWrite to open the files created by the

earlier version and go from there. This

brought up the next issue.

Department of Redundancy

Department

My visitor only has one disk drive - a 1571.

This is great as the 331 KB storage space

allows him to save a lot of files to one disk.

This is not so great as it makes it harder and

slower to copy files from one disk to another.

Basically, if you are using GEOS you should

have more than one disk drive. Disk drives

can be picked up today for very low prices.

For reasons we will cover later your system

should include a 3 1/2" Disk Drive (1581 or

FD-2000).

Not only are physical drives easy to find but

there are a multitude of RAM devices to

choose from, and many of them can be found

on the used market. The speed increase you

get from a RAM device is a real boost to

your productivity. Get the most RAM that

you can which means a 16 MB CMD

RAMLink (get the optional Battery Backup

unit while you're at it).

Since his original geoWrite work disk had

VI.4 of geoWrite on it my visitor was

booting from his original GEOS 128 Boot

Disk to access those files. To use his V2.0

geoWrite work disk he would boot from his

new boot disk. The simple fix was to delete

the original geoWrite and copy his new

geoWrite to the original work disk. If you are

using a single disk drive you need to know

how to copy files between disks or face the

same dilemma as my visitor.

My visitor also reported frequent troubles

booting his GEOS System disks. Both of his

disks booted fine on my system so I suspect

he may be having some drive alignment or

dirty head issues. Having a second drive

gives you options when equipment failure

occurs.

PC Compatibility

The last thing that I did for my visitor was

take his geoWrite files and convert them so

they could be read on a PC. In order to make

the information readable by PC programs it

is necessary to convert the files to TRUE

ASCII format. ASCII is an acronym for

'American Standard Code for Information

Interchange'. This format ensures that

characters are identified by a pre-determined

value so that any computer program with

ASCII capability can read the data.

By nature our Commodore computers use

their own character codes (known as PET-

ASCII) as well as their own disk format

(although the disks are the same physical

size as PCs use). These differences make

transferring data to another computer a bit of

a challenge, to say the least. With the help of

special software we can read and write PC

formatted disks on our 1571 and 1581 (or

FD) drives. Since most PCs these days don't

have a 5 l/4"Disk Drive it is a requirement to

use the 3 1/2" format if you want to follow

this procedure.

For many years our only option for reading

from, or writing to, PC disks was Big Blue

Reader (BBR) from SOGWAP Software -

and it still does a fantastic job. These days

we also have more options including

geoDOS and MegaPatchj. geoDOS lets you

make use of the 1.44 MB 3 1/2" PC floppies

(including formatting) while BBR only

utilizes 720 KB floppies. Prior to the transfer

we must convert our GEOS files into ASCII

format.



Again, we have a number of options

including WronglsWrite (WiW) and

geoDOS. WiW, by Joe Buckley, lets you

convert any version of geoWrite file from/to

ASCII, PET-ASCII, etc. as well as other

useful GEOS functions such as changing

fonts and stripping Carriage Returns among

other things. WiW is available, as a

commercial product, on the Storm Systems

disk and also on Dale Sidebottom's Laser

Lover's Disk. There are also a few earlier

versions that are PD.

geoDOS handles the conversion as the file is

written to the PC disk so no intermediate

steps are needed. Another item that needs to

be mentioned follows along with this

translation theme. Since our Commodores

use different codes than ASCII does for each

letter you must name your files in all

uppercase letters prior to the transfer (this

then shows up as all lowercase on the PC).

Again, geoDOS handles this automatically.

Also keep in mind that older PC operating

systems had limitations on the names they

could accept. These limits said a file name

could be only twelve characters long at most

(8 for the name, a dot and a 3 character

extension). In this case name your file with a

'.TXT' extension to identify it as an ASCII

text file to the PC Operating System.

Maverick: -

Centsible Software (http://

www.centsible.com)

Price: with parameter disks $29.95US

geoMakeBoot:-

CMD (http://www.cmdweb.com)

Price: $12.95US

BigBlueReader:-

CMD (http://www.cmdweb.com)

Price: $39.-US

Alternative: LittlcRedReader (CI28) -

PublicDomain (you can find it in the

internet or on several boards)

StormDisk:-

GeosUserClub (http://www.NewGEOS.de)

Price: about US $15

geoDOS:-

V 2.8 PublicDomain (boards)

-V2.95:

http://www.king.igs.net/~billnacu/dl/

geodosv2.95.zip

Until next time, enGEOy your Commodore

(me)
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by Wanja Gayk

You rarely need to really write your own

routines, because most of it is already

available in the C64 operating system's ROM.

Saving with assembly language is not that

different from saving with BASIC. It is a bit

more flexible though and is address-oriented as

opposed to simply adopting the BASIC start

address (usually S0801), as done by the normal

SAVE "program",8.

The Cheap Way

The simplest but also least flexible way to save

is to use the operating system's load and save

routines. This has the advantage that any floppy

drive fastloader can accelerate the routine and

that it can be relatively short. The disadvantage

is that you can't use it to load into the area

starting at SD000, that is, as soon as the files

become so long as to lie under the I/O area, the

computer crashes. This is the same

phenomenon which occurs when loading a

program of more than 202 blocks length in

BASIC.

Loading:

LDA #S08 ; file number (not

really needed for

LOAD)

tax ; disk drive device

number (in this

case 8)

LDY #S00 ; secondary

address^O

JSR $FFBA ; set file

parameters

LDA SS10 ; number of

characters in name

LDX #<filename ; name's address

low byte

LDY #>£ilename ; name's address

high byte

JSR SFFBD ; sec filename

parameters

LDA #500 ; 00 = load, 01 =

verify

LDX #534 ; loading address

Language
Programs of all kinds need to save and load data. Once they are

beaten, games load high scores and save them; text programs

save and load texts of all kinds; sinusmakers save sine tables, and

so on and on and on. As you can see, in the long run it can't be

helped but deal with loading and saving in assembly language, and

it isn't really difficult.

LDY #$12

JSR $Fr

STX $A£

low byte

; loading address

high byte

; load;

; save end address

low byte

; save end address

high byte

STY $AF

RTS

filename .text "0123456789ABCDEF"

It's quite simple as you can sec. First, you need

to set the file parameters - the device number

and secondary address. The secondary address

says whether you wish to load to an address of

your own or to that to which the program has

been saved before. If the secondary address is

$00, then you load to the address you arc aboul

to give. If it is S01, you will load to the address

from which the program has been originally

saved (corresponds to LOAD"NAME",8,1),

and the target address you arc giving later is

ignored. The parameters arc handed over by a

ROM routine at SFFBA. Then you have to say

how long the filename is (in this example 16

chars, hex = S10) and where it is within the

memory. After giving the parameters, you can

say whether the routine should load the data or

verify them with (he data in the memory and to

which address you would like to load the data

(given that you have been using the secondary

address 500). In our example, I am loading to

the address SI234. Now we load (or verify,

depending on the selection) using JSR SFFD5.

After the load/verify process, the end address

+1 is stored in X and Y register. From there you

can store them somewhere in the memory; you

may need them later on. The filename has to be

at the given address in ASCII code (that is

Commodore PET-ASCII, not standard ASCII).

Saving:

LDA #S08

TAX

LDY #$01

JSR SFFBA

; file number (not

really needed for

SAVE)

; disk drive device

number

; secondary address

S01 (not really

needed with

disk drive)

; set file

parameters

LDA US 10

LDX #<filename

LDY #>filename

JSR SFFBD

LDX #<start

LDY #>start

STX SFB

STY $FC

LDA #$FB

LDX #<end

LDY #>end

JSR SFFD8

RTS

; number of

characters in name

; name's address

low byte

; name's address

high byte

; set filename

parameters

; sec start address

low byCe

; set start address

high byte

; save start

address (low)

; save start

address (high)

; say at which zero

page address the

start address

; can be found

; end address +1

low byte

; end address +1

high byte

; save!

filename .text "0123d56789A3CDEF"

This is effectively just like the load routine,

except for two differences which I would like

to explain. The secondary address is only

important for saving to datasette. If it is S02,

then an EOT marker is saved behind the

program saved (EOT =here: End Of Tape). If it

is S01, then there is no such marker. When

saving to tape, you can also skip the filename

by simply setting its lengths to $00 and

forgetting about the related parameters. For

disks, the filename is absolutely mandatory

though!

The start address says from which address

saving the dala should start, for instance, so that

you could save data from Si000 to S1FFF. The

start address has to be stored in the zero page,

and the save routine has to be given that

address. It is advisable to use the zero page

addresses SFB'FC, since the BASIC ROM uses

them as well; thus, you will not mess up

anything more than the ROM does itself. 1 has

to be added to the end address, so that if you

wanted to save data from $1000 to S1FFF

(including S1FFF), you should give $2000 for

the end address.



The Advanced Method: Loading and

Saving also under the ROM

As I said before, this aforementioned method

may load and save quite easiiy, but the C64 just

messes up when exceeding address SD000. In

order to circumvent that problem, you load a

program byte by byte, switching off the ROM

only for a short time when the appropriate byte

is written into the memory. Then you rum the

ROM back on so that a new byte can be

retrieved from the disk. You will understand

that method quite quickly. The disadvantage is

that this way of loading is seldom accelerated

by software floppy drive fastloaders, because

most of them simply hook themselves up by

means of the "load vector" at SO33O/SO331;

they effectively just replace the load routine at

SFFD5, which we are not using at all in this

case. A good hardware speeder, such as

JiffyDOS though, speeds up this kind of single

byte load routine also.

Load under ROM:

LDA #$08

TAX

LDY #500

JSR SFFBA

LDA #$10

LDX #<£ilename

LDY #>filename

JSR $FFBD

JSR $FFC0

LDA #$08

JSR $FFB4

LDA #$68

JSR SFF96

JSR $FFA5

STA SAE

JSR SFFA5

STA $AF

loadbyte JSR $FFA5

LDY

SEI

LDX

STX

STA

LDX

STX

CLI

BIT

BVS

#$00

$34

S01

(SAE),Y

537

$01

£90

endload

INC SAE

BNE loadbyte

; file number

(mandatory, just as

with OPEN)

; disk drive device

number

; secondary address

= 0

; sec file

parameters

; number of

characters in name

; name's address

low byte

; name's address

high byte

; set parameters

for filename

; open

; send "Talk"

I fetch byte from

disk

,- store as start

address (low)

; fetch byte from

disk

,- store as start

address (high)

; fetch byte from

disk

; disable interrupt

,- switch off

; BASIC and kernal

ROM

; store byte to

address

; switch on

; BASIC and kernal

ROM

; enable interrupt

,- last byte??

; if yes: finish

loading

; otherwise

increase address

(low)

; if no overflow,

INC $AF

BNE lcadbyte

endload JSR $FFC3

JSR $FFE7

JM? SF642

continue loading

; otherwise

increase address

(high)

; and continue

loading

; CLOSE

filename .text "0123456789ABCDEF"

1 don't want to explain this routine in too much

detail, since this would certainly be too much

for this part of the course, but some things need

to be said.

Using "OPEN", 1 open a command channel to

the disk drive (you may already know that

command from BASIC). "Talk" refers to the

serial bus, and it roughly tells the disk drive,

"Don't just stand there; say something!", that

is, routine SFFA5 fetches a byte from the disk

drive or the disk. Every following call gets the

next byte in the row. In the beginning, as you

can see, I retrieve two bytes and use them as the

"start address", starting from which I load the

data. The reason for this is that the first two

bytes of a disk's file always denote the address

from which it had been saved. In order to save

to an address of your own, for example SI 234,

you simply insert a LDA #S34 directly behind

the first JSR SFFA5 and a LDA #$12 behind

the second JSR $FFA5; this is the simplest way,

which then skips the original address.

New Commands:

BIT - Test Bits with the Accumulator

Actually, this command is seldom used - most

of the time in order to skip a byte, but it docs

also have a real function. The accumulator's

content is combined via AND with the data at

the given address. If all bits in the result are

clear, the zero flag is set; otherwise, it is

cleared. (In addition, bits 6 and 7 of the value

from the memory is transferred into the V flag

yet to be explained and the N flag.)

An example:

LDA #$FF

STA $1000

LDA #$00

BIT $1000

; value $FF

; to $1000

; AND $00 with the

contents of $1000

and

; store bit 6 and

bit 7 from $1000 in

V and N flag.

result: zero flag set, negative flag set, V flag set.

BVC, BVS, and CLV:

BVS means "Branch on oVcrflow Set", and it

branches when the V flag is set.

BVC means "Branch on oVerflow Clear", and

it branches if the V flag is clear.

CLV - CLear oVerflow flag. A command like

SEV for setting the overflow flag does not

exist! Therefore, you need to set the V flag by

means of the BIT command.

Switching the ROM off and on

Memory location S01 in the zero page has

several functions. The bits 7 and 6 are usually

not used. Bit 5 controls the tape recorder engine

(0 = on, 1 = off). Bit 4 reports whether a key is

pressed on the tape drive or not (0 = key

pressed), and bit 3 serves as data output line for

the tape drive. Finally, the bits 2, 1, and 0 are

used to switch the three ROM areas on and off;

bit 2 switches on the charset ROM if it is 0, bit

1 switches the kemal ROM off if it is 0, and bit

0 switches the BASIC ROM off if it is 0. After

a restart, all three bits are set, which means the

charset ROM is switched off, and BASIC and

kernal ROM arc switched on. Now what do

"switched off" and "switched on" mean? Well,

the C64's memory has a size of 64KB and is

structured in layers. At the addresses SA000 to

SBFFF you find the BASIC ROM in addition to

the RAM, at SD000 to SDFFF you find the

C64's charset ROM - a lower case/upper case

and an upper case/graphics charset. From

SE000 to SFFFF, there is the kernal ROM.

These ROM areas cover the RAM beneath

them. If you try to read from the RAM at

SE000, you will actually read the data from the

ROM. Thus you have to switch off the ROM

before reading the RAM. The same goes for

programs in those areas. In order to run a

program of your own between SA000 and

SB000, you would first need to switch off the

ROM lying on it, or you will jump somewhere

into a BASIC system routine instead of your

program.

Let's now get back to saving:

LDX #<address

LOY tt>address

STX $AC

STY $AD

LDX #<end

LDY #>end

STX $AE

STY $AF

LDA #$03

TAX

LDY #$00

JSR $FFBA

LDA #S10

LDX #<filename

LDY #>filename

JSR SFFBD

; start address

(low)

,■ start address

(high)

; low byte into

zero page

; high byte into

zero page

; end address +1

(low)

; end address +1

(high)

; low byte into

zero page

; high byte into

zero page

; file number

(again because of

the OPEN)

,- disk drive device

number

; secondary address

=0

; set file

parameters

j number of

characters in name

; name's address

low byte

,- name's address

high byte

; set filename

parameters

VD

o
o



JSR SFFCO

LDA #$61

STA $B9

JSR SF3D5

LDA $BA

JSR SEDOC

LDA $39

JSR SEDB9

LDA SAC

JSR $EDDD

LDA $AD

JSR SEDDD

savebyte

LDY #$00

SEI

LDX #534

STX $01

LDA ($AC), Y

LDX #S37

STX $01

LDY $AC

CPY $AE

BSE continue save

; send "Open'

; send secondary

address

; send "Listen"

; send secondary

address for "Listen'

; save start

address (low)

; save scare

address (high)

disable IRQ

swicch off

BASIC and kernal

ROM

fetch byte from

memory (into

accumulator)

switch on

BASIC and kernal

ROM

enable IRQ

compare current

address (low)

with end address

(low)

if not equal

continue saving

LDY $AD

CPY SAF

BEQ endsave

; otherwise compare

current address

(high)

; with end address

(high)

; if equal finish

saving

continue save JSR $EDDD ; save byte (from

accumulator)

INC SAC

BNE savebyte

INC SAD

BNE savebyto

endsave JSR $FFC3

JSR SFFE7

JMP SF642

; increase address

[low)

; if no overflow

continue saving

; increase address

(high)

; and continue

saving

; CLOSE routines

filename .text "0123456789ABCDEF"

This routine should he quite understandable

considering all I have told you thus far. In

contrast to the loading routine, this routine

sends "Listen" instead of "Talk" to the serial

bus, which doesn't really mean anything else

but "Listen to me!" To be more precise, the

device on the serial bus (in this case the disk

drive) functions during loading and saving

either as "Listener" or "Talker".

This routine also has a splendid characteristic;

you need just a little addition in order to be able

to save an area from S1000 to S1 FFF in such a

way that it will be loaded to $2000 if

LOAD"F1LENAME'\8,1 is applied. The first

two bytes saved represent the address the load

routine fetches in order to know where it is

supposed to load the data (see above). In order

to have this effect, you simply replace the LDA

SAC before the first JSR SEDDD by an LDA

#<address (low byte of the address desired),

and the following LDA SAD by an LDA

■f>address (high byte of the address).

Your creativity is unbounded with these byte by

byte load routines. For instance, you could have

the current loading address always displayed in

a screen corner when a byte has been loaded, or

you could write the byte currently loaded into

the border color so that you always know

whether the disk drive is still on the job, and so

on.

But enough with the grand speeches already. It

is time that you try out the routines yourselves

and experiment a bit. So have fun. 'Til next

time!
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\ Balancing and

Palette

I bet you have often wondered what the controls, "Brightness" and

"Contrast", in the "Balancing" window are for. If you play around

with them, you just get trash! Isn't that right? Ha, ha, everything in

GoDot has a meaning, and this is no exception. You shall see!

m

by Anuli Dettkc

It's really awful if after changing the

brightness, the most beautiful Koala

picture isn't good for anything. It does look a

bit darker when you lower Brightness by 2 or

3, but such a mess of colors (which have

nothing in common with the original ones)

isn't useful.

Load: Koala

Load: "butterfly.koa"

Display

Balancing

Brightness -3

Accept

Display

Grnrr! Hideous! What's happening anyway?

Actually, it's quite simple; if we were to look

at the picture in grayscales, we would be

thrilled. Those of you, who still have an old

b/w tv set sitting around somewhere, should

connect it just for fun and have a look at the

picture. Owners of a PC with a decent C64

emulator can also switch to grayscales. You

only need to change the C64 palette as

shown in the special box (the example has

been desianed under VICE but is valid for

most other emulators, except for FRODO in Printing

which the colors can't be changed).

When you make things brighter or darker

now, GoDot will behave just as you expect

right from the start; the picture changes in

the desired fashion. And whether you know

it or not, you have discovered GoDot's

"secret" at the same time! The data residing

in its memory aren't color pictures at all, but

pure grayscale pictures! Actually, GoDot

doesn't know any colors! There are only

lighter and darker shades of gray in GoDot.

Come again? My Koalas look as usual under

GoDot! All colors are in place and no

grayscales in sight! Well, you are wrong.

GoDot uses colors just to replace the shades

of gray the C64 palette doesn't have. Each

color represents a GoDot shade of gray. The

loaders are just clever enough to know what

is considered a nice picture by the user. All

right, and what do I need something like

balancing, brightness, contrast, and the rest

for? For three things - for printing in black-

and-white, for regulating the brightness

under a fixed palette, and for loading GIFs.

This is the simplest thing. If your picture is

too light when printed, you tune Balancing's

Brightness down. To avoid replacing solid

black and white with patterns, you just alter

the Contrast in a way that either end of the

pattern display below the control buttons is

pattern-free. In thu picture, Brightness -3

would result in Contrast 6, for instance. Then

white remains white, and black remains

black (of course). But this is not sufficient

for printing, since Balancing exclusively

influences the on-screen display. The values

in GoDot's data memory are still unchanged.

In order to adjust them, you employ the

module, mod.ApplyMap. It uses the

Balancing settings on the picture data for

good effect (and resets them to the average 0

afterwards). Let's imagine you wanted to

print the previous picture with a reduced

brightness. It would be done this way:

Balancing

Brightness -3

Contrast 6

Accept

Inst: ApplyMap

Execute

Ins t: CanonBJC.drv (or

some other printer driver)

Black&White (not necessary

with the drivers 24Pin and

9 Pin)

Print

Fixed Palettes

You can default GoDot to different, pre-

adj Listed color gradients, for example, one

across all shades of gray the C64's hardware

provides (which would be five). Other

groups of colors are also available: brown-

red gradients, blue-green, and red-green-blue

mixed. They can be used on any pictures in

the GoDot memory, but you should

preferably load pictures in such a way that

they offer the best number of shades for this



aim right away. The three loaders for PCX,

GIF, and Amiga IFF pictures have an option

for interpreting a picture as a grayscale

picture (ah, again!). We need just that option

here.

Let's load Uncle Wanja's pencil-drawn,

fantasy picture into memory:

Load: GIF

Inst: DecodeGIF

Load "fantasy.gif"

Gray 16

Load GIF

Display

Oh, nice colors! Doesn't look bad... but

doesn't have anything in common with

pencils anymore, does it? All right, let's make

it gray:

Colors: 5

Palette: Default

Accept

Display

Oy, good! Looks just like the original! If we

lower the contrast (to -5), the shadow behind

the head will also show very well. Can you

regulate this by yourself? Let's make this as

bright as possible:

Balancing

Brightness

Display

10

example again. Great, isn't it? Once you are

pleased with the result, you can save it in

one of the C64 standard formats (Koala.

Arnica Paint, also Doodle and Hi-Eddi)

without any further preparations. For other

formats, you need to have that picture

computed for display and converted back

into GoDot picture data first. This is done by

means of the module, mod.Rendered2Raw,

which we have already used in part 5

(GO64! 2/2000).

And now for the "colored" palettes. Simply

click as I do ("pick" clicks in the upper

palette bar, "set" clicks in the lower one):

Balancing Reset

Accept

Palette

(pick:) brown

(set:) dark gray

(pick:) red

(set:) medium gray

(pick:) orange

(set:) light gray

Display

Okay. If you then replace white with yellow,

you will only have reddish colors. And here

is a tip for creating this red palette faster:

Colors: 9

Palette Default

Accept

Colors: 5

Palette

(pick:) yellow

(set:) medium gray

Display

The palettes for eight and nine colors are

already red palettes (which you can also try

out "for real", that is, without switching

back to five colors). The two palettes for six

Remarkable! So this is how it's done! And anc] seven colors are blue-green palettes.

darker... how about that? This also works, and ja\,e tne above palette of nine colors and set

with a bit of contrast, it's nice as well; simply tne va]ue t0 6 now. When you set Contrast in

set the values -3 and 6 from our printing

Balancing to -5 before "Display", you will

get some great results. Of course, you can

also assemble your own color

combinations! Just go ahead!

Optimizing GIFs when Loading

Sometimes after loading a GIF picture, you

will notice that it is far too dark or too light

and just looks crappy on the C64 side.

Some time ago. our English C64 friend,

Danny Tod, sent me a picture from a

Simpson comic he had digitized himself,

"coolisa.gif". It looked really bad; much

too dark, the colors were hardly

recognizable, actually a picture for the trash

can. But Danny had already invested too

much work into the picture and asked me if

there wasn't some simple way of still

saving that picture. I accepted. I surprised

myself, because there were not many

settings required in order to obtain a very

good end result.

Load: GIF

Inst: DecodeGIF

Load "coolisa.gif"

Color

Load GIF

Display

This is the "original" one. Lisa's face is

orange instead of yellow; just about

everywhere, the blue background is black.

Diagnosis - too dark. Second try:

Balancing

Brightness 4

Contrast 10

Load "coolisa.gif"

Display

Oh, wow! Nearly perfect! The face is light

green now, but everything else is already

quite all right. Let's keep it and simply

replace the wrong face color by the right

one:



T^>r

Palette:

(pick:) yellow

{set:) light green

Accept

Display

fes! This is it. This is a great one. The

>icture only needs some little beauty

idjustments now, such as being scrolled 10

lots to the right (using mod.Scroll) since it is

inly 300 dots in width. We make the many

lark blue spots disappear by replacing dark

)lue with light blue (just as in the face). We

jet Lisa's dark blue trousers back by getting

a small clipping there using mod.ClipWorks.

We then re-establish dark biue in the palette

and finally render this clipping by means of

Display. Those who need it, please remember

mod.Rendered2Raw!

Do you understand now what Brightness and

Contrast are good for? Well, do you see new

possibilities? I hope so! Next time we will have

a look at the Handyscanner and Scanntronik's

Video Digitizer.

Till then

Yours. Arndt

Picture sources:

1. Butterfly, Koala picture with the kind

permission of Hugh McMenamin, United

States of America

2. Balancing, screenshot from GoDot

3. Fantasy, clipping, with the kind permission

of Wanja Gayk, Germany

4. Coolisa, GIF picture with the kind

permission of Danny Tod, United Kingdom

r

Palette of 16 shades of gray for emulators

no.

0.

1.

?.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

9.

10.

11.

12.

13.

14.

15.

GoDot-no.

0.

15.

4.

12.

5.

10.

1.

13.

6.

2.

9.

3.

7.

14.

8.

11.

color

Black

White

Red

Cyan

Purple

Green

Blue

Yellow

Orange

Brown

Light Red

Dark Gray

Medium Gray

Light Green

Light Blue

Light Gray

red

00

FF

44

CC

55

AA

11

DD

66

22

99

33

77

EE

88

BB

green

00

FF

44

CC

55

AA

11

DD

66

22

99

33

77

EE

38

BB

blue

00

FF

44

CC

55

AA

11

DD

66

22

99

33

77

EE

88

BB

If you have a good look

at it, you will notice that

the GoDot order

coincides with the

number values for the

grayscales. GoDot has a

grayscale palette. If you

activate this palette in

your emulator, you

shouldn't start GoDot

with the standard colors

since these are too dark.

Simply add the line

"TEXTCOLORS -

0,15,11,1,12

to the end of the file

"god.ini" in the BASIC

editor and save the file

again. Then GoDot itself

gets an interface in

shades of gray, which is

used for the

screenshots in GO64!

magazine.



Badlines on the SuoerCPU

First, we need to clarify what the real story

behind a baldine is. Actually, it isn't that bad,

since badlines are what bring color to our

screen. The VIC can't collect the color

information covertly as it docs with the

graphics data. Therefore, it needs to block the

processor temporarily in order to be able to use

the data bus undisturbed when fetching the

colors. While there are 63 (PAL) or 65 (NTSC)

cycles available per normal raster line, there arc

only 23 or 25 cycles, respectively, available in a

badlinc (with a stock C64). This reduction of

computing time annoys the programmers, of

course, and thus they were given the name

"badline". Because it is so important for your

understanding, here it is, summarized again: In

order to fetch additional data not otherwise

accessible, the VIC needs the data bus. Because

it can only be used by one chip at a time, the

processor is stopped for that period.

FLI & Co

With this really clever VIC trick (Flexible Line

Interpretation), you cause artificial badlines in

order to increase the picture's variety of colors.

The results look really good, but eat up lots of

computation time. After all, a badline is created

in every screen raster line (except for the

border), which requires changiung two VIC

registers every time. Since you only have 23 or

25 cycles to do so, there isn't much left for

anything else. This is why this graphics mode

has been reserved for still pictures and images.

You can see that badlines can be a processor

brake not to be underestimated. To begin with,

the things said thus far are valid only for the

■"normal" C64. In spite of this, it would be

interesting to know how this looks with the

SuperCPU. After all, we want to make good

use of the 20 MHz, and don't want to have the

65816 waste away in a blocked condition. Let's

go through the theory once more in detail.

| Two Systems?

The graphics chip fetches its data from the C64

memory and requires the data bus in the C64

for that. The SCPU has its own memory and

also a data bus of its own, which is

synchronized with the host computer's one

when needed. Then you could actually think

that both could run parallel, as long as you

avoid synchronization, in other words don't

Today, we will once again have a look at the idea of timing. To be

precise, we will deal with badlines, which are raster lines that are

so named because they slow down the C64's processor. But

does this hold true for the SuperCPU as well?

by Wolfram Sang

; Test routine for the SuperCPU's be

havior

; during a badline or when dealing with

sprites

; by Wolfram "Nirtja" Sang for GO641/CW

in 2000

org $0801

adr $080b, 64

byt S9e.'2061',0,0,0 ; BASIC line

resultl * $£b

result2 = Sfc

jmp_in:

jsr Se544 ; clear screen

Ida Slo(text)

ldy Shi(text)

jsr Sable ; print text

sei; disable IRQs

Ida SS35

sta $01; mask ROM

Ida #S60

sta SdOOO; set sprite x/y,

sta SdOOl; lying within test area

Ida #1

sta $dO27; sprite color white

sta $dO15; activate sprite

Ida #$7f

sta $dc0d

Ida SdcOd; clear CIA IRQ

Ida #1

sta SdOla; set VIC IRQ

Ida #lo(irql)

sta $fffe

Ida #hi(irql)

Sta $ffff; redirect IRQ vectors

Ida #$lb

sta SdOll

Ida fl$64; set raster line

Sta $dO12; for IRQ ($64)

ldx SO; clear counter

Ida #$63

emp $dO12; wait for raster

bne *-3; line $63 (badline)

cli; enable IRQ

endless:

nop; a short delay, so that

nop; the counter doesn't overflow

inx; and increase it

jmp endless; again and again and again

irql i

stx resultl; store result

Ida SI

sta $dO19; confirm IRQ

Ida #lo(irq2)

sta $fffe; redirect IRQ vector

Ida #$67; set raster line £or

Sta $dO12; IRQ ($67)

ldx SO; clear counter

Ida W$66

emp $dO12; wait for raster

bne '-3; line S66 (no badline)

rti; back to endless loop

irq2 ;

stx result2; store result

Ida resultl

ldx #9

jsr hexout; put result 1 onto screen

Ida result2

ldx #92

jsr hexout; put result 2 onto screen

Ida #1

sta SdO19; confirm IRQ

Ida #lo(irql)

sta $fffer redirect IRQ vector

Ida #$64; set raster line

sta $dO12; for IRQ ($54)

ldx #0; clear counter

Ida #$63

emp $dO12; wait for raster

bne *-3; line $63 (badline)

rti; back to the endless loop

hexout:

pha; outputs a hex number from the

accu

lsr; x register defines postion

lsr; on the screen

lsr; of no importance for the

lsr; timing

jsr hexout2

pla

and #$0f

hexout2:

clc

adc #$30

emp (tS3a

bec hexout__ll

sbc #$39

hexout_ll:

sta $0400,x

inx

rts

text:

byt "BADLINE:■,$0d,S0d,"NO BADLINE:",0



access any of the C64's own registers (VIC,

CIA, SID)...

This can be easily checked using a small

routine. The principle is as follows: We wait for

raster line N. As soon as it is reached, we have

a counter, the X register in this case, set count

up in an infinite loop. In raster line N+l, we

trigger an IRQ and check how far the counter

has come. We do this once for a badline and

once for a normal raster line. Since counting up

involves only the processor, this makes it

visible, whether it had been blocked during its

work (the values arc different) or not (the

values are equal). This example is not perfectly

timed, but it's sufficient for the values to be

very similar instead of equal. A difference of+/

- 1 doesn't mean anything; slight deviations are

immaterial. We want to watch for a blockage of

around 40 cycles, after all, the difference

between the values should be noticablc. By the

way, the program has been designed in such a

fashion that it will also run on a stock C64, so

that we have a means of comparison.

And indeed it returns the expected result.

During a badline, the counter doesn't get as far

as it docs during a normal raster line, because

of the VIC interfering. Let's quickly activate

the SuperCPU, throw in the 20MHz gear, and

start it again. And behold: The difference has

disappeared! While the host computer is

occupied with the badline, the SCPU can

happily continue computing, as long as it

doesn't need to access the C64 itself.

Therefore, something like showing a FLI

picture wouldn't eat up so much time anymore,

at least in theory.

But things get even better! As is commonly

known, displaying sprites aiso costs some

cycles, because the VIC needs to fetch

additional graphics data for these as well. The

principle is the same as with badlines. though,

which means that sprites can also be displayed

on a SuperCPU eqipped C64 without any

significant loss of time.

The Catch

Unfortunately, I have to quench expectations of

hot, colorful action games and wild demo parts

in UIFLI right away. After all, a major part of

such modes is filling the graphics memory

quickly with new contents. But the graphics

memory resides within the host computer, and

in order to write into it, the data busses need to

be synchronized. And this is exactly what you

shouldn't do, since the C64's bus is blocked

during a badline. Trying to synchronize them

would necessarily force the SuperCPU to wait.

The aforementioned projects are not

completely impossible, after all, there is still

the vertical border where jobs within the C64

itself can be dealt with. Managing this cleverly

is an interesting programming job. For

instance, you could compute the enemy

intelligence during badlines, this being pure

processor work. On the other hand, with all that

computation time available, would anyone

want to play such damned tough games'? Well,

methods of apropriatcly taking advantage of

this additional feature of the SupcrCPU will

certainly be found.

Just like Daddy ...

Finally, we will test the program with a

SuperCPU at one MHz. Once again the turbo

card's 65816 is used, so why shouldn't it keep

on computing while the C64 is handling

badlines?. But the result is negative, again there

is a difference. The reason is simple: In order to

ensure the utmost compatibility, the C64's

liming lias simply been adopted 1:1. And this is

actually for the best, because otherwise you

would need to completely deactivate the

SuperCPU whenever you are using programs

with time-critical tricks. And that would really

be a shame.

Load your Canon, Part II
Once you've changed a setting like this, your

printer will remember it. You don't have to run

this program each time you turn the printer on.

The settings are stored in the printer and will

stay the same even if you unplug the power

source. If you share your

printer with another computer, such as a

Windows computer, the settings might change

though. In this case, you might have to run your

configuration program again when you plug the

printer back into your Commodore. There's no

telling what kinds of changes are made while

the printer is being used in Windows.

For this reason, there's another command we

can send to the printer to have it print out a

status page showing its current settings. Look

at Program 2. Notice the similarity to Program

1? The only difference is in line 110. We

changed the command to

"@printstatuspage" and included a parameter

of "on". When you run this program, your

printer will print out a page showing the

settings it holds for both the BJ and LQ modes

and will show which mode is currently enabled.

Program 2 - Print a status page.

10 c$=chr$(10)

20

dS=chrS (27 > +chr$ (91) <-chrS (75) +chr$ (2 ) +ch

r$(0)+chr$(0)+chr$(31)

30 sS=dS+-bjlstarf+c$

40 e$="bjlend-+cS

50 opend,4,5

100 print#4,sS;

110 print#4,"@printstatuspage=on"cS;

120 print#4,eS;

999 closed

You can use this status page to help you

determine why the printer isn't working quite

like you'd expect it to. For instance, maybe

you're getting all your text printed only on one

line or maybe you're getting double linefeeds.

This is controlled by the auto

linefeed setting that we used to be able to

control with a dip switch. Now, we must send a

special command for controlling it. In fact,

there are many other commands we can send.

Let's make it simple and look at how we change

the auto linefeed setting first. This setting can

be set differently for BJ and LQ mode. Your

status page will show you the current setting in

each mode.

Program 3 will turn on automatic linefeeds

whenever the printer is operated in LQ mode.

In line 110 we begin by telling the printer that

we want to make some changes to the LQ

mode's settings. Notice the command and

parameter "controlmodc=lq". This isn't putting

the printer into LQ mode, it's merely telling the

printer that the following settings are to be

applied to the LQ mode. Then in line 120 we

send a command to change one of the settings

that we can make to the LQ mode. This is the

"autoif" command with a parameter of "on".

Run Program 3 and automatic linefeeds will

now be turned on.

Prcgram 3 - Turn auto linefeeds on.

10 c$=chrS(10)

20

dS =chr$(27)+chr$(91)+chr$(75)+chr${2)+ch



o
o

rS(0)+chrS(0)+chrS(31)

30 sS=dS + "bjlstart"-*-cS

40 eS="bjlend"+c$

50 open4, d, 5

100 print#4, sS;

110 printt!4, ■contralrnode=lq"c$;

120 print#4,"autolf=on"c$;

130 print#4,e$;

999 closed

Have you figured out how to turn those

automatic linefeeds back off? Simple, isn't it.

Just change the parameter for the "autolf"

command to "off' and run the program again.

We can add more commands to the same

program that will change other settings. Or we

can make a program that will set up every

setting in the printer just the way we want it to

be. Line 130 can be changed to be line 140

which will make room for a second setting

change to be placed on line 130. Let's say we

wanted the printer to always use the Roman

font. Just add the following line to Program 3:

130 print#4, "font=roman"cS;

You can change your program to add as many

settings changes as the printer will accept.

As shown in Program 3, you can send settings

that are in use for either BJ or LQ mode, but

you can also send some settings that are in use

no matter which mode the printer is in. For

these settings, you would change line 110 to be:

110 prints4, "controlmode=coirjnon"cS ;

Then you follow it with additional lines

containing commands that are common to both

modes.

In Program 1, we used a command to switch

modes. This command can be considered a

primary command while the commands that arc

used to make changes to settings in each mode

can be secondary commands.

PRIMARY COMMANDS

There arc several primary commands that we

can send to the printer. Some are useful, but

most of them aren't really needed. Here's an

explanation for each one.

@poweroff(no parameter needed)

By sending this command, your printer will

turn itself off. I think it's just as easy to press

the power switch.

EXAMPLE: print#4,"@poweroff'c$;

©reset (no parameter needed)

This will reset your printer to its power up

state. Some software programs might send

control codes for setting margins and other

settings. This will restore those settings to their

default states.

EXAMPLE: print#4,"@resct"c$;

'■;^&;

©eject (no parameter needed)

This will eject the page if it hasn't been

completely fed through. Some programs don't

send a final formfeed command when finished

and this will do just that. Of course, it's much

easier to just press the formfeed switch.

EXAMPLE: print#4,"@ejcct"cS;

@setcontrolmode (parameter needed)

We've already seen this one. You can use cither

"bj" or "Iq" to switch modes, or you can use

"auto". That will let the printer decide which

mode is best to use. As far as I know, if the

printer sees a control code that is specific to one

mode or the other, it will switch to that mode

when "@setcontro!mode" is set to "auto".

EXAMPLE:

print#4,"@sctcontrolmodc=auto"cS;

@testprint (parameter needed)

There's 3 different parameters you can use with

this one, "a", "demoprint", and "nozzlecheck".

These all print different types of test pages. The

nozzlecheck test page will allow you to test

how your ink cartridge is performing.

EXAMPLE:

print#4,"@tcstprint=nozzlecheck"c$;

@printstatuspage (parameter needed)

Only one parameter is used with this one, "on".

This prints a status page showing your current

printer settings.

EXAMPLE: print#4,"@printstatuspage=on"c$;

@changehead (parameter needed)

Send this with a parameter of "1" to move the

printhead to a position where you can change

the ink cartridge. Of course, you can also press

the convenient switch that's located inside the

machine. Maybe some printers don't have this

switch.

EXAMPLE: print#4,"@changchcad=l"cS;

©cleaning (parameter needed)

Send this with a parameter of" 1" to perform a

print head cleaning. On my BJC-4100, holding

¥/£;/?; down the formfeed button for a few seconds

'jfjjif/s will also force this job to begin. The printer will

perform the cleaning for you.

EXAMPLE: print#4,"@cleaning=l"c$;

©initialize (no parameter needed)

On the BJC-4100, there are 6 different

parameters that are accepted with this

command. They are "bjc-4100", "table!",

"tabie2", "table3", "table4", and "table5". The

first one, "bjc-4100", will switch the printer

back to its original factory default settings. I

would assume that this parameter would be

altered to reflect the model of Canon printer

you're using, such as the BJC-4300. The others

such as "table!" will switch the printer to user

defined settings that are stored in various

tables. The only problem with using these is

that I haven't figured out how to save a current

set of settings into a table. When I do, I'll write

another brief article explaining it. In the

meantime, it's not a big deal to just store your

settings in a BASIC program and change them

all with the program.

EXAMPLE: print#4," ©initialize=bjc-4100"cS;

SECONDARY COMMANDS

Taking Program 3 a little further, you can send

any secondary commands you wish to include

in your configuration program. The only thing

you must remember is that there are 3 groups of

secondary commands. One is for the BJ mode,

one for the LQ mode, and one for both modes.

You always begin a group of secondary

commands with the command "controlmode="

followed by either "bj", "Iq", or "common".

Study Program 3 again for an example of this.

If you wish to change settings for more than

one group within a single program, 1 think it's

best to begin and end each group using the

commands contained within the sS and e$

strings that we've defined in our examples.

Study Program 4 and you'll see an example of

this. Program 4 is designed for gcoFAX users.

By running this program, you'll switch your BJ

printer into a mode that works great with

geoFAX's BJ360 driver. In this mode, the

performance and quality is far superior to that

of the LQ mode where the E360 drivers would

be used.

All the secondary commands require a

parameter. Each command has more than one

choice of parameters. Let's take a look at the

various secondary commands we can use to set

these printers up.

Don't miss the third andfinal part ofMaurice's

article in the next issue of GO64I/Commodore

World Magazine!
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And the Links go on
A recent issue of GO64! had me looking through the crystal ball at

what the future holds. This time around, we're looking back to see

wherewe've been in the last several years.

b\ Gaclyne R. Gasson

Some readers may be surprised to leam

that I'm a "latecomer", and only truly

discovered Commodorecomputing in the

early 90's. When I first started using my

Commodore,it was for writing purposes, and

it wasn't until later that Idiscovered how

much fun having a modem could be. Of

course, my worldhasn't been the same since!

What was your first experience with using a

modem and your Commodore'?For me, it was

using it call local Bulletin Boards (BBS's

forshort). There were about four BBS's in my

calling area. Afterspending time learning

how to talk or converse with people in

messageareas, someone mentioned to me that

there were Commodore programs Icould try,

including a major term program named

"Novaterm 9.4". I printed the documentation

for it and studied up on figuring out how

touse it. I'd been using a term program called

CCGMS and hadn'tdiscovered ANSI until

learning to use Novaterm. ANSI is one of

themore common terminal emulations in use

by many Bulletin Boards (and atthe time,

these were mostly non-Commodore

systems). ANSI emuiationdisplays text with

fore and background colours, among other

things. Asthe majority of BBS's I had access

to offered it, this was animprovement over

the "black and white" plain appearance when

usingonly ASCII emulation. Today, many of

the newer Commodore BBS programsalso

include ANSI support as it's common for

most term programs tohave this ability.

Learning to how to download programs was

a major hurdle for me, as Ialso had to leam

about what to do with archived files and how

to savecopies of downloads on separate disks

so I'd have them for lateruse. Many of the

members of my computer user group didn't

haveexperience with telecomms, so I started

writing about the things I'dlearned. I truly

enjoyed writing about being online as much

as Ienjoyed my learning experiences.

As time went on, I discovered there was a

Commodore BBS in my area,and to my

surprise, the Sysop lived in the next block.

His BBS wassomething he designed and

programmed himself. This experience laid

thegroundwork for his future, he now works

as a full time programmer forElectronic Arts.

I began using Q-Link near the end of it's

heyday. Quantum Link (orQ-Link as it was

commonly known) started life in November

1985. Ofall online experiences, it's one of the

most common memories for

manyCommodore users in North America.

My first experience with Q-Linkwasn't a

good one from the financial (and

administrative) side of thecoin: I

unsubscribed but the company kept billing

my bankaccount. Later, I used the system as

the Q-Link librarian for my user group. When

I think of it today, I have to admit to a feeling

ofnostalgia for Q-Link. There were message

and files areas for everytype of Commodore

involvement possible, and this was where I

spent agood deal of my time collecting

information and software for my uscrgroup.

Q-Link also had several chat, games, and

news areas. There waseven an online

shopping area. One of the most popular

places was theMusic Connection or SuperQ

area where QDJ's played SID tunes

thateveryone heard on their own computers.

A very remarkable experience.and I'd of

probably missed out on knowing about it if

one of my fellowuser group members wasn't

a QDJ. I know of at least one couple thatmet

on Q-Link and are still married today. The

users of Q-Link helpedto finance what is now

one of the largest Internet providers,AOL.

This is something that most Q-Linker's would

rather not reminisceabout. Steve Case, then

president of QLink. asked members to help

himwith his startup by purchasing "Lifetime

Memberships". This was thebeginning of

AOL, and the beginning of the end for Q-

Link. Supportfor the Commodore side was

given lower priority, favoring the AOL

(PC)side, and when the mainframe computer

that held the vast Commodore files for

download started corrupting files, it was

neverrepaired. Considering there were

thousands of files that were onlineand not all

were recovered, it is indeed a loss. One of the

filedirectory books published by

QuantumLink was about the size of a

phonebook - several hundred pages thick.

Those files are now in the big bitbuckct in the

sky. Q-Link officially turned their modems

offonHaIloween(31 October), 1994.

Fidonet has also had an influence on my

perspective of Commodorecomputing.

Fidonet is unique, in that Bulletin Boards

around the worldreceive messages in areas

known as "echos". The BBS's run on

varioushardware, operating systems and BBS

software, but a message sent fromAustralia

still eventually arrives on Bulletin Boards in

other partsof the world. There are three



Commodore Fidonet echos: CBM, CBM-

128,and CBM-GEOS. People visit these

message areas and share theirCommodore

knowledge. There are less Fidonet BBS's

available today,but there are several such

boards that are available via the Internet,and

on some Internet providers (such as

videocam.net.au), the Fidonetmessages are

available as newsgroups. There are also web-

based "BBS"systems that have the Fidonet

message areas available too.

What about Commodore Bulletin Boards?

While the Internet has had aneffect, and there

are less callers and fewer boards than there

havebeen in the past, you can make a sysop

very happy by giving a bulletinboard a call

today. In the sidebar, I've included a few

phone numbersfor BBS's that are run using

Commodore systems, and a pointer on

whereto find current lists of Bulletin Boards.

It's very important to keepthis aspect of

Commodore telecomms from becoming "just

anothcrnostalgia item", as Bulletin Boards

perform an important role inkeeping us

informed about news and in touch with other

otherusers. One of the most important roles a

Commodore BBS serves today is in showing

what's possible with our computers. I've lost

count of thenumber of times I've read in

messages areas "I didn't know you could

dothat on a Commodore!"

Way back in 1994, Commodore World editor

Doug Cotton asked me to findout about this

"WWW" or "World Wide Web" thing and

write an articleabout it. I can hardly believe

it's been six years since then. Backthen,

having a text browser was the norm, and there

were only ahandful of Commodore related

web sites. In 1994, I wrote about

theadvertising aspects of the web, and how

neat it was that companiescould make their

information available to the world and IF

someone were interested they could visit the

site to find more information. Iwish I could

go back in time and invest in some of the

companies thathave made it big because of

the Internet and the web.

This is Now

Looking back is nice, if only to see where

we've been. However, it'simportant not to

live in the past. We may use computers from

the 8O's,but we sure use them differently

today. Soon (possibly even by timeyou read

this article), we will be accessing the web

using MauriceRandall's "The Wave"

program. As I type this article, people have

beenbeta testing the Wave and using it to

connect to ISPs that in the pastwe couldn't

connect to because they only allowed PPP

connections.Maurice Randall has made this a

reality. Another Commodore

program,HyperLink 2.5 is nearly completed

too. HyperLink 2.5 only requires a UNIX

shell account, you can surf the web with your

Commodore AND viewgraphics online.

There are so many Commodore web sites it's

nearlyimpossible to keep track of them, and

friends who first met on Q-Linkor BBS's now

send each other Email and participate in

mailing lists.

For those who use PC's but still love their

Commodores, there's evenan online radio

station (KDVS) with a weekly SID show.

The DJsometimes stops in the #c-64 IRCnet

(Internet Relay Chat) channelbefore or after

the show to chat. It's not quite Q-Link, but

it'sgreat to know that many of the aspects of

Q-Link lives on today,albeit in different

format. Be sure to check the sidebar for

places online where you can find more

information about online resources forall

things Commodore - past, present and future.

Gaelxne R. Gasson is the author of The

Internet for Commodore C64/128Users. You

canfind her online at http://videocam.net.au/

gaelyne/ (ad)

The following are links to information

mentioned in the Carrier Detect column.

The Official Novaterm Website:

http://www.exitlight.com/-voyager/

novaterm/

JohnD39's Q-Link contact/memories

page:

http://sillious.net/qlink/

QLink Load Screens:

http://www2.ari.net/jpurkey/qscreens.html

QLink Sids Archive:

http://www.replayer.com/sids.html

Q-Link'sClubCaribe:

http://www2.ari.net/jpurkey/caribe.html

Remembering QLink (Quantum Link):

http://www2.ari.net/jpurkey/qlink.html

Uncle Al's QLink site:

http://members.aol.com/uncieal2/qlink.htm

CBM-Fidonet-Echos:

http://cbm.videocam.net.au/cbmfido.html

Telnet BBS's (Lists all known BBS's

available via telnet):

http://www.thedirectory.org/telnet/

Maurice Randall's website (Wave and

Wheels):

http://people.delphi.com/arca93/

The Wave News:

http://videocam.net.au/~colinjt/wave.html

HyperLink2.5:

http://www.armory.com/~spectre/cwi/hl/

web.html

CBM Forums and Webboards List:

Includes the most current information on

Commodore IRC channels.:

http://ftp.videocam.net.au/cbm/info-txt/

cbm-forums-webboards-list.txt

IRC Primer:

http://www.gnt.net/Help/faq/ircprime.htm

Genuine CBM Bulletin Boards:

ftp://videocam.net.au/cbm/info-txt/cbm-

bbs-list.txt

CommNet BBS's:

http://www.geocities.com/SiliconValley/

Drive/4936/spdl2.html

Commodore BBS Programs:

http://www.zimmers.net/bbs/

OMNI-World-Germanv-Mailbox:

http://www.muc.de/~bigchief/owg_uk.html

Special Delivery BBS:

http://www.geocities.com/SiliconVailey/

Drive/4936/spdll.html

Color64/128 and Centipede BBS Info:

http://www.mindspring.com/~dynarnite/

KDVS Tuesdays. 8:00-9:00pm (USA,

Pacificic Time):

http://www.kdvs.org/

VideoCam Services Links Database:

http://cbm.videocam.net.au/index.php3

Clinks. CMD's Web Links:

http://www.cmdweb.com/cbm/clinks/

Cocos Commodore Search Site:

http://www.antston-park.de/cocos/



Cover storv Our host for this evening

- y4ndreas Escher
Today's topic is not the title of a new Oprah Winfrey offshoot for bored

housewives. Neither is it the latest creation of the makers of 'MTV's Real World1

even though it also deals with five strangers in one house, whose private lives are

recorded on video tape. The star graphics artist Andreas Escher ('Katakis',

Turrican') gave us an invitation for pizza and cake and allowed us to torture him

with questions.

by Volker Rust und Helmut Bieg

GO64!: Hi Andreas! Let's stun at the very

beginning: When did you first come into

contact with the C64? Did you know Manfred

(Trenzj by then?

Escher: Manfred first brought me into contact

with the C64 in 1987. That was shortly before I

started working at 'Rainbow Arts'. We had

been childhood buddies for a long time. We

met on a meadow in Burbach (in Germany)

when we were 11 or 12 years old. They later

built a mall there. Manfred was busying himself

with a stone and I was ofmost helpful 'support'

to him.

GO64I: In 1988, 'Katakis' was released. Was

that yourfirst work together?

Escher: Yeah, that was the first game we

designed together. We both loved various of the

GO64!: And then you moved to Giitersloh and

joined 'Rainbow Arts'...

Escher: That's right. However, Manfred had

started working there half a year before I

moved to Giitersloh. But most of the time I

slept at the company's offices ... Later on, I

shared a flat with Chris Hiilsbcck and Ramiro

Vaca. Chris was cool, we had a great time

together.

GO64!: Are you still in contact with your

formerfiat mates today?

Eschcr: Manfred and me, we sometimes phone

each other and I still meet Ramiro time and

again. By the way, Ramiro is now working

mainly as a graphics designer. Contacting Chris

is a little difficult righl now, as he's living over

in the States at the moment (grrrr...).

GO64.': Shortly after being released, 'Katakis'

was taken off the market and later on sold

arcade 'shoot'em up' games and we wanted to under the title of 'Denaris' and with a change

prove that such things were possible on the

C64, too.

GO64!: So what was yourfavorite action game

back then?

Eschcr: Back then - 'R-Type" and "Darius', no

doubt about it. They're the real McCoy ...

Helmut and Andreas together with

business bunny Lilly

in one level. What was the reason for this

business policy?

Escher: At that time, Activision had bought the

royalties for 'R-Typc'. 'Katakis' had already

been released earlier on, and naturally we had

taken our favorite model 'R-Type' for remote

orientation. So various minor similarities were

more or less imminent which led to some

strains with the company. As a compensation,

we had the C64 version of 'R-Type' finished in

only six weeks.

GO64!: Manfred's next project was 'Turrican',

Why dldn 7 you take pan in this project, at least

atfirst not?

Escher: That was because at the same time I

was doing another project, 'X-Out'. I didn't

join Manfred until at a final stage he began

having difficulty with the deadline for

'Turrican', and then I only gave a little support.

But ■Turrican 2' was a joint project once more -

the 'old team' together again ...

GO64!: Factor 5 liked to pose as the 'inventors

of Turrican' after the huge success of

Turrican'. What do you think of this claim?

Nosy questions and their consequenc

es - Andreas Escher (right) muzzles

Catweazle6510

things developed. Factor 5 earned themselves a

sack of money with the Amiga version and

games console sequels of 'Turrican' without

acknowledging that 'Turrican' is Manfred's

product. I only fully worked on "Turrican 2'. It

has to be admitted that Factor 5 was responsible

for the Amiga version, but even there, I was

responsible for the graphic design, and the idea

for the game and the production was

completely up to Manfred and me.

The same thing happened with 'Katakis'.

Manfred and I designed it, but shortly before

we released the C64 version, Factor 5

introduced their production "Nutrili/er1 for the

Amiga. We didn't have enough time to finish an

Amiga version of 'Katakis', so instead they

took "Nutrilizcr'. The original, however, has

always been the C64 version.

GO64.': A lot of innovations outside the game

scene are also due to Manfred, for instance the

interlace paint program 'Fun Painter IV. What

was his most admirable production, as far as

you're concerned?

Escher: We weren't really happy about the way Escher: Let me think ... In fact, Manfred once



Andreas and Volker discussing the

history of 'Rainbow Arts'

managed to represent nine sprites in one grid

line. That was when we were finishing off

Turrican II'. Unfortunately we couldn't use it

in the game because we didn't have enough

time left to adapt everything else to it. And as

we've never released any other C64 games

together (sadly enough), there never has been

an opportunity to implement the thing. Which

is quite sad, it would have added a lot of action.

GO64!: But he's the onlv C64 coder who ever

managed to do that until today! Did you ever

find out how he did the trick?

Escher: I've no idea. You're asking the wrong

person ... but I could ask Manfred, maybe we

could publish it in the GO64! mag ...

GO641: Okay, we're going to take that as a

promise! A different subject: Parties. Last year

you showed up at two of the 'Out-of-Order'

parties. Did you know that the C64 is still so

important for so many people?

Escher: I was aware of the fact that C64s have

not been forgotten completely. However, I

surely hadn't expected so many people and so

many activities. I had expected to meet a

certain fan scene, but not such an excessive

party ... Moreover, it was interesting to see how

the scene has developed over the years and

what new improvements there are today. Seeing

all those new ideas, C64s upgraded to 20 MHz

or the 3D mazes integrated into the demos, I

still remember that it was hard to imagine such

things on the C64 10 years ago.

GO64!: In May, the old scene is supposed to

gather at the 'Radwar' party. Are you going to

be there, too?

These were the games Andreas Escher

designed or co-designed after the C64:

Amiga: Turrican II

PC: Panzer Elite

Genesis/Megadrive: International Superstar

Soccer, Mega Indy (unfortunately, it was never

published)

SNES: Super Turrican

PlayStation: Rebell Assault 2

Gameboy Spiele: Animaniacs, Probotector 2

GameBoy Color: Amorines

Escher: I'm definitely going to be there and I

can only recommend the party which is

organized by Markus Wiederstein. There's

more information on the party on the Internet

under "www. radwar.com'. Manfred is going to

demonstrate his 'Turrican 3D" there. The

original idea of the " Radwar' parties has always

been to unite game designers and scene people

so that they could get to know each other

without the help of a computer. Thus, it turned

into a meeting point of software companies and

illegal coders. Many of the coders were

recruited at the parties from the cracker scene.

GO64!: Have you already seen parts of the

'Turrican 3D' project? What can we expect, the

usual 3D shooting stuff as in some of the

indexed games or is it something completely

new -fans of Manfred Trenz always can expect

something completely new, can't they?

Escher: Unfortunately, I haven't seen much of

it because I didn't have the time. Of course I'm

also looking forward to seeing what the game

has in store concerning action. As far as I know,

it is going to be a 3D game with Turrican

reminiscences. I'm sure it is not going to be a

simple remake, because Manfred has

programmed his own 3D engine for the game.

GO64!: So what are your projects for the

moment?

Escher: ! am currently working on the graphics

design for a Gameboy Color game by Similis.

They mostly do things for the PlayStation.

Unfortunately I'm not allowed to talk about the

game yet, the only piece of information I can

give is this: alt those of you who liked my

former graphics will surely like this game,

because we take the Gameboy Color to its

limits.

GO64!: Finally, we have one last question that

we share with many fans of 'Turrican': Who

Back to

the roots -

Andreas

and the

game that

started it

all

i

tn

The graphics designer and his 'office

was it that spoke the cool sample in the intro of

'Turrican'? Was it Manfred after a sleepless

night spent coding?

Escher: No, it was Markus Wiederstein. He

intended it to be a joke, and Manfred decided to

distort it and put it into the inlro of the game.

GO64!: Many thanks for the interview, see you

at the 'Radwar' party!

Andreas Escher has set up an e-mail address

where you can ask for information, have a chat

with him or ask any questions that have

pestered you for a while. The address is:

katakisae@aol.com

Further information on the internet under:

http://www.similis.de

http://www.radwar.com

Many thanks also to Caroline and Christoph

Dietmar Ochm for their assistance.



Nostalgia: A portrait of Rainbow Arts

*«**? mewhere over

e Rainbow,..

There was one German software producer that dominated the

world of the C64 for years, and, while releasing one hit game after

the other, prepared the fundamentals for high-quality game pro

duction in Germany. In spite of their huge economic success, the

productions from the "Rainbow Arts" house mainly stood out by be

ing more than just simple entertainment: these games had a heart

and a soul.

bv Volker Rust

Arotating platform falls from above, to land

in the middle of the screen. A writing in

rainbow colors lights up on it. Suddenly, three

little men come running from the left: a blue, a

yellow and a red one approach the platform in

lovely animated phases, and come to rest on it:

even in these early times, "Rainbow Arts"

knew how to brush up their appearance with

this infro by Manfred Trcnz.

It began with serious application

programs

The history of the German software house

began in 1985, when the label was founded by

young Marc Alexander Ullrich. They first

published some applications like

■"Multivokabcf", "EMS" or "Disk-Kopfjustage"

("Multi Vocabulary", "Drive Head Alignment")

for the C64 and Amstrad CPC, before they

became a GmbH (Ltd.) located in Giitersloh, to

concentrate mostly on producing games.

Ullrich made this step because Gennany

offered phantastic conditions at the time (at

least from an economic point of view): there

was a large potential of programmers,

graphicians and musicians, and a large number

of computer owners - but no software company

that could be taken serious - the market was

dominated by products from the UK.. In these

early times, two games appeared, called "Halls

of Gold" and "Der blaue Kristall" ("The blue

Rainbow Arts: One name, many labels

Besides their main label, Rainbow Arts,

which itself was only part of the "Softgold"

imperium, the Dusseldorf-based software

company used many sub-labels, including

Time Warp Productions, the Golden

Goblins and Refine Software, each

representing a separate array of products.

' < ipi ■."( i.';:
Arts

The bone of contentation: Nintendo

was not amused by this advertisement

Crystal"); both of them can be considered rare

pieces.

The talent forgery

It was also in these early times that Rainbow

Arts was joined by some great talents, whose

names arc still famous today. In these early

times, Chris Hiilsbeck was the man who

literally struck the right notes, contributing the

music to almost all productions during the first

years. In spite of this "assembly line" work, he

made some fantastic compositions, like the

music to "Madness" (1987) for example, a nice

platform game in the style of Mr. Robot, to

which he gave an industrial atmoshpere.

Programming was done by Arthur Wystub,

who had already published the game "Planet of

War" together with Hiilsbeck in 1985, under

the "Atztec Software" label.

Nothing for mothers-in-law: manners

of a Danger Freak

Hans Ippisch is another "man of the first hour".

Later, he became well-known for the games

"Danger Freak", "Kangarudy", and his C64

conversion of "UGH!". His first work, which

was about the fate of an english "soldier",

became a victim of the "Bundespriifstelle fur

jugendgefahrdende Schriften" (a federal

commission that can forbid sale of a book,

movie, CD, or computer game to minors if they

consider it unsuitable for the young). However,

this happened only once during the history of

Rainbow Arts. Later, he could distinguish

himself through his work on "Bad Cat". The

title theme to this game was one of the first

musics on the C64 to feature digital samples.

By the way, the PC version of the feline

olympiad was the very first game for IBM

compatibles that came from a German

company.

"Bad Cat" launched Rainbow Arts' big

offensive into the game market. Productions

like "Jinks", "Antics", and "Street Gang" were

published at roughly the same time, followed

by, among others, "Around the world in 80

days", which was adapted from the story by

Jules Vemc. Also, Chris Hiilsbeck tried his luck

as a game designer: "To be on Top" - even

though the gameplay wasn't on top, it was just

right for all his fans, as more than ten musics

were already integrated in the game, and the

player could build his own new pieces in an

easy way.

Manfred Trenz from Saarbrickcn, although

famous for his high arts of programming,

started working as a graphician for Rainbow

Arts in 1987, and first contributed to "The

Great Giana Sisters" and "Down at the Trolls"

(1988). "Giana Sisters" was perfect in every

respect, and on the German market it became

such a success, Rainbow Arts, together with

ASM magazine (Aktueller Softwarcmarkt/

current software market) raffled a day with

Giana, a luxurious car, chauffeur and all

charges included. A less known fact is that

"Giana Sisters" was only in stores for a few

weeks. The reason was that U.S. Gold, the

engtish distributor, used the game for an

aggressive advertisement campaign against

Nintendo's "Super Mario Brothers", which was

the model for "Giana Sisters"; so aggressive

that Nintendo finally had Rainbow Arts take the

game off the market for being too similar.



The adapter for CD players that came with the First Edition

However, Giana's triumph could not be

stopped: via software piracy, it soon became

one of the most popular games on the C64. And

the name of the game coder, Annin Gcsscrt,

became immortal through the well-known

cheat mode.

The perfectly decent "Danger Freak"

In 1988, Rainbow Arts moved to Diisscldorf

and enlarged its staff to 20 permanent

employees. Project manager Thomas Hertzler,

however, left the company, and in the same

year, he and a colleague founded "Blue Byte",

another very successful software company.

Also at the time, Hans Ippisch presented

"Danger Freak", a very funny stuntman

simulation, and his his best game to date. It was

most diversified and came with an outstanding

soundtrack by Chris Hulsbeck. A little detail:

The title screen shows the hero holding out his

middle finger, but on the original packaging of

the game, he shows his fist. Maybe they were

afraid of outraged parents at that time...

The trouble about Katakis, Denaris and

R-Type

Graphician Manfred Eschcr joined Rainbow

Arts, to team up with Manfred Trenz and

present the game "Katakis" a short time after. A

detailed report on this game was found in our

special on arcade games; just let us state again

that until now, no equal game has appeared in

the category of horizontal scrolling

shoot'em'ups. But this game, too, experienced

complications when it was published on the

cnglish market: Electric Dreams, who had

bought the rights to the "R-Type" coin-op,

complained about the second level of "Katakis"

being too similar. They came to an unusua!

agreement with Rainbow Arts: Manfred Trcnz

and Andreas Escher were io produce a C64

conversion of "R-Type" within 6 weeks, and

>unny unine - on me i-unny ;

presented by |_&M Cigarettes
Idea: Michael Conrad & Leo Burnett
Script: Sinone Lauta, B. Schneider

Programim i ert von: Rqi nbou Hrts
Co) 1990 Philip Morris GnbHJ Munohen

m

Here's what a CD for the 64 looks

like!

succeeded gloriously. "Katakis", on the other

hand, got a new second level and was rc-

rclcascd in 19S9 under the name of "Denaris".

As a note, the Amiga conversion of "Katakis",

which was done by Factor 5 (see the interview

with Andreas Eschcr in this issue), was so

frugal Rainbow Arts used screen shots of the

C64 version on the packaging.

The music to the C64 conversion of "R-Type"'

was also done by a new man in Rainbow Arts:

Ramiro Vaca, who showed with other games

like "Garrison" and "Starball", that he was on

par with Hulsbeck.

Unusual products

The same year brought two productions that

were rather uncommon for the guys from

Diisseldorf: The "Volleyball Simulator" was

released under the Time-Warp label. It was

more of a try than a real sport simulation, as its

graphics were so extremely slow the game

wasn't fun to play. With "Bozuma", Rainbow

Arts took their first step into a new genre: an

adventure game set in the early 20th century in

which you took on the role of a private

investigator. The game stands out with its large

number of locations, the phone directory that

comes with the package, and its size of more

than four disk sides. As a note, it was also

released in English as "Mystery of the

Mummy".

The year of the sub-labels

In 1989, Rainbow Arts mainly trusted in related

sub-labels. The "move-erates-to-the-right-

location" game "Oxxonian" was released under

the Time-Warp label, while four products were

released at the same time under the newly

founded "Reline" label: "Dyter-07", a chopper

arcade game; "Oil Impcrium", an enormously

successful economics simulation;

"Hard'n'Heavy", a jump'n'run game, and

"Hollywood Poker Pro", an entertainment

game of cards, which for the first time used

interlaced graphics on the C64.

Don 7 miss pan II oflhis story in your next

issue oj GO64!'/Commodore World Magazine.'

Always sunburned and always smoking - Sunny Shine

o
o



WORLD WATCH

Computer games ;
by Rainer Buchty

This month's focus:

HELLO

WORLD/
the first computer game I had was one of the

well-known TV video games: Tennis,

Football, Squash and Pclota were the games

to choose from, and in fact the only

difference was the number of rackets shown

on the screen. And yet, back in these times

I'd spend hours playing them.

Blocks and beams

Sure, the first video games were primitive.

But - they had a certain something, especially

as you could play them with a friend. So who

cared about the graphics (which consisted of

a beam for each player, and a quadratic block

for the ball)? And even the fact that it was

just black and white did not really matter.

It wasn't much later that I met with the thing

that should change my life: a Donkey Kong

arcade machine. Besides being the

foundation stone of today's Nintendo

impcrium, this machine also aroused an

ungovernable wish in me to have such a thing

at home. Alas, my parents didn't share this

enthusiasm at all, which meant I didn't get

one of these hot VCS2600 consoles, or even a

Colccovision. Instead, they directed their

son's technophile tendencies into more

"computerized tracks" - after the first, tender

contacts with a Sharp MZ80K (1981) and a

Rockwell AIM65 (1982) turned out

successful, they were followed by a ZX81 in And today?

1983.

Well, okay, it wasn't in colour, and the

graphics really weren't so convincing, but I

still spent hours playing Scarmble and Space

Invasion (wistful, nostalgic greets go to the

company PROFISOFT).

And there was light...

...and sound. In the beginning of 1985, I

gathered all the money I had saved and got

myself a C64 with a disk drive. The games

were sheer madness: Falcon Patrol, Fort

Apocalypse, and, of course, Jeff Minter's

legendary games, first and foremost "Attack

of the Mutant Camels" - who hasn't spent

countless hours in front of the screen with

that game. Fort Apocaiypse was particularly

addicting, and was outranged only by

Ghostbusters and Impossible Mission, and

even more, Paradroid.

All those games had one thing in common:

they were all based on an intriguing idea.

Since the abilities of a C64 are very limited

(from today's point of view), it was even

more crucial to develop intelligent and

attractive games, if the player was to play

through it more than once, without loosing

interest after five minutes. Sure,

Shoot'cm'ups are a fine thing - but

unfortunately, most of them arc also very

static: take Rambo II and Green Beret as

examples - if you completed these games

once you'd know where and when the

enemies would appear.

It's an irony that just the PCs, being

developed as office machines, are now used

as high tech game consoles. Honestly:

nobody needs an Athlon running at I GHz

and a GeForcc25 6 j ust to do word

processing...

But unfortunately, the quality of the games

has dropped significantly. I admit they're

technically brilliant - showing off an amount

of incredible effects and a realism you'd only

sec in expensive movies some years ago - but

all this doesn't hide the fact that the wide area

of computer games has more or less focused

on ego shooters like Doom and Duke Nukem.

Also, modem car race simulators have mostly

the same content as their great-grandfather

"Pole Position" - they just look that much

better.

In fact, not even one of today's games for the

PC could capture me the same way as some

of the good old games on the C64 still do

today... Only the multi player modes in some

of the arcade games offer some fun, since

playing against four, eight or even 64 players

simultaneously - no, that's something we

couldn't have 15 years ago... - while we are at

it, let's talk about

Violence in computer games

The discussion on depictions of violence in

computer games is as old as the games

themselves - and that's why the

"Bundespriifstellc fur jugendgefahrdende

mobile laradroS.
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Schriften" (BpjS) introduced the so-called

"index" of computer games. The BpjS is a

federal commission in Germany that

maintains the "index", a list of books, CDs...

- and computer games that may neither be

advertised, nor be sold to minors. The sense

or nonsense of such restrictions is a constant

theme of debate: in fact, it wouid even make

people (certainly not just me) regularly check

out the list of indexed games, and try to get

them somehow. Besides, it had ridiculous

side effects: take the game called

"Commando" for instance, which was

renamed to "Space Invasion" for the gcrman

market - the player has to shoot ball-shaped

white aliens instead of men in brown

clothing.

Currently, there's another hot debate on

whether and how the nearly photorealistic

graphic violence in today's computer games

might stimulate violent behaviour in youths -

caused by the recent events with disturbed

persons running amok. Personally, I doubt

that they got their maladjustments by

consuming such games - if that were the case,

we'd already have crowds of blood-thirsty

video game zombies roaming our streets.

Isn't it more likely because computers are

used as practical babysitters today that

replace the personal devotion in a family?

The old times were better!

Why is it that the games were incomparably

more intriguing in earlier times? I suppose

it's due to several effects:

Take a look at the music market: once a trend

has been established (boygroups, for

instance), it's exploited to death. When a

song is successful, it's covered until you

don't recognize it any more. This is just the

effect that you can see more and more clearly

on the game market: space games are merely

clones of Wing Commander, shoot'em'ups

always appear as graphically intensive ego-

shooters - and yes, even adventures aren't

safe from this trend, as you can only find the

typical Lucasfilm style - with increasing

technical perfection, of course, and with

higher and higher hardware requirements,

but in the end it's always the same.

Recently, I found out why those games ail

look the same even though they come from

different companies, when I visited a press

conference given by NxN: a company that

makes so-called game generators. Old news

for 64 users, the Shoot'em'up Construction

Kit (SEUCK) has been around for more than

a decade - and even the much-praised level

editors aren't exciting news since the Racing

Destruction Set came into existence.

But, all games created this way always have

one thing in common: that is, their basic

layout. No matter how creatively you worked

with the SEUCK - the resulting game always

had some typical characteristics and

limitations that identified it as a SEUCK

product. And it's the same with today's

generation of game generators... One of the

most irritating things in this respect is the

fact that the game industry requires that the

games look identical on all systems - that's

why the z-plane-buffering errors in the

PlayStation version of Tomb Raider (which is

likely the most successful game on that

platform), caused by a limitation of the

PlayStation hardware, found their way to the

PC version. Even though the hardware

responsible for the bug is not present in PCs,

the specifications said it had to be emulated...

But why is it that nobody changes this trend?

Where arc the creative heads from earlier

times? Gone, I guess... Because today, it

takes more than a small team of

programmers, or even a single programmer,

to realize a good idea for a game - it's not

likely that there are many people who have

those two to ten million dollars at hand that it

takes to produce a game today. And woe, if

the final product doesn't show a never-

before-secn hyper-bump-buffer-whatever

effect.

My thanks go to...

... the company PROFISOFT for the first

game experiences I didn't have to feed into

the computer by myself

... the company KINGSOFT for producing

Space Pilot (why is it that the C64 version

was such a lot better than the Amiga

variant?)

... all the other companies who provided us

with countless hours of real gaming fun - and

let the few survivors of this golden area of

computer games find their way "back to the

roots".



Letters

-U
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Uncle Wanja's Mailbox
Many readers do own one and

many are thinking about buying

one. I am speaking of a PC. The

reason is simple: Surfing the

internet is so much easier with a

PC. I received a letter dealing

with this topic a short while ago,

and I think it is worth printing it...

Hi GO64! Team,

Lately I've been thinking a lot about my C64's

future. It surely is good enough to serve my

purposes, but 1 don't have access to the Internet.

1 could say good-bye to the C64, take it to the

flea-market and just buy a PC.

But for the moment I have my eye on the Web.it

C64, and that is the starting point for lots of

problems: You are offering this machine for

DM 799 (ca. USS 400), but unfortunately

without further specific information. The

Web.it can be used for surfing the net, editing

texts, for data administration, and piaying three

games - that's what I read in the GO64! 10/98,

but I don't really feel thoroughly informed- The

Web.it would be perfect for keeping the C64

the faith. You also wrote that a detailed test

would be coming up but there wasn't one rill

this day. The interesting points to know would

be these: What possibilities do I have apart

from the programs already installed? Is it

possible to connect a CD-ROM drive, what

kind of CD-ROM drive, can I install a mouse

driver? Touchpads are disgusting! And, most

importantly, the printer. Can I change the driver

just as I like? Is it possible to connect the

Web.it to a real C64? Is there any literature on

the subject? I am really in need of information!

You should write one or two pages on the

Web.it. Maybe the production has been stopped

Are there any requests, suggestions,

complaints, or comments about the GO64!/

Commodore World Magazine, or do you

just feel the urge to chat a bit with our own

"uncle Wanja"? Just send us those letters,

before Wanja's mailbox starves!

CSW Verlag

Key-Word: Wanja's Mailbox

GoethostraBe 22

D-71364 Winnenden

Germany

brix@pEush.de

Wanja's homepage: www.plush.de/brix

by now? I don't want to buy a pig in a poke!

Weil, as I mentioned before, those are my

thoughts. Last fall I saw the C64 Internet

computer at MediaMurkt (German chain of

electrics stores) in Hamburg where they sold it

for DM 799, too. ! was told it didn't sell well

because it was too expensive.

Yours sincerely,

Rudi M.

Hi Rudi!

The first thing I want to tell you is this: Don't

sell your C64! It still is a lot offun, even after

many years - modern PC games often don't

have any atmosphere anymore, and for me, a

game of 'Paradmid' is much more fun than

games like 'Descent' tliat show off with 3D

graphics but become boring in the end. As to

the Web.it: There weren't any requests

concerning the machine, so we did not see any

necessity to write a more detailed report on it.

Anyway, it is easy to resume the most important

points in a few words. In line with our first

assumptions, the emulator does not work fast

enough with the hardware and the colors are

wrong. Rumor has it that the latest machines

come without the emulator from the start,

which more or less makes the Web.it

uninteresting to us (it wouldn't have anything to

do with the C64 any longer). The machine does

not have a mains plug, so every time the thing

crashes - and the version we have suffers from

this problem quite often - you have to pull the

mains cord. I'm sure you can connect it to a

second C64, provided you can find the

appropriate software on the Internet and thai

you solder your own cables, but the producers

certainly won If help you ■ they referred us to the

Internet when we first spoke to them. Probably

you could connect a Commodore floppy via an

XEI54I cord together with the program 'Star

Commander' to the Web.it, but you don't even

have to waste time thinking about it: The

hardware is much too slow for the emulator

anyway. The web browser installed on the

Web.it is an outdated Netscape version for

Windows 3.11 - new Internet techniques such as

HTML 4.0 or Shockwave are too much for the

software. In my opinion, the price ofDM 799 is

in fact much too expensive and thus makes the

machine interesting only to freaks who are

passionate about collecting C64 stuff, which is

why we are offering it. Ifyou want access to the

Internet, you have mainly two possibilities:

With a C128/C64 (C128 works better because

of the 80-sign mode), the Novaterm software

and a Turbo232 interface you can surf the

Internet (text only), send and get e-mails, take

part in newsgroups, chat in the IRC or use

Instant Messaging with M/CQ via a shell

account with your provider. Gaelyne Gasson

explains how it works in our 'Carrier Detect'

series.

The second possibility would be to buy a used

PC. It doesn't have to be one of the latest series,

a Pentium with 120MHz (or anything similar)

has everything you need for surfing. The

CCS64 emulator does not really work fast in

combination with it, but such a PC is enough

for other emulators. A processor which is a

little faster, i.e., about 200 MHz with at least 32

megabyte RAM and a 33.6 modem would be

very useful to guarantee that the emulator and

surfing the net work smoothly. Nowadays, they

practically give you such PCs for free. They are

decidedly cheaper and, apart from that, much

more powerful than a Web.it!! You should look

for a used PC either in a second-hand computer

store or in the small ads. You can connect a C64

floppy to it via an XE1541 cord and the

'Starcommander' software, just like any PC.

'Starcommander' runs with Windows95 (in the

DOS mode). And even if you should buy a PC:

better don't sell your C64, because no emulator

is perfect, hence only real C64s can offer the

true C64 feeling - as you will surely notice the

first time you use an emulator.

Hello GO64!

I don't know how you do it, but your magazine

is the coolest of them all! I'm 28 and have been

in the C64 scene since the very beginning! All

the best from the south of Germany and good

luck!

Bye Ingo

Well, I don't know what to say ... I'm touched.'

Thank you buddy! Keep on standing up for the

C64, then hopefully you won't come to see the

end of this era! We both still have about 60

years timefor keeping the C64 alive, then at the

latest we will haveforgotten the last mnemonic,

due to Mr. Alzheimer...

In the hope that Alzheimer's disease doesn't

come to soon, I'll now go on waiting for your

next letters.



CMD WAREHOUSE BARGAINS

CMD's Warehouse Bargains include many hard-to-tind used and (whew noted) new

items. In most cases we have only eno <ir iwoofeacli item in slock, so be sure m place

your order beforeyour selection lias been taken! A minimumorder ol'$20.00 applies

io all \\ arc-housi' Nnk-nrdcrs. Shipping charges are not included in itit- prices shown.

(See our main advertisement elsewhere in this issue forshipping information).

TELEPHONE ORDERS ONLY ON THESE ITEMS

Mailed in orders for non-reserved otit-of-siock item will result in a merchandise credit. S'ocash

refunds AH items fisted here are sold "as-is", and all sales are final. Prices and specifications

subject I'J change without notice. Sot responsible for typographical errors.

BOOKS

32 BASIC Programs lor the C64 ..

Anatomy Of The 1541

Base Computer Games

C128 Compjier Atfed Design (new}

C64 Programmer's Reference Guide

S8.00

S8C0

S6 00

S800

S25D0

Commodore 64 Favorite Programs Explained.. SlO 03

Commodore 64 For Kids from 8 to 60 .. S3 00

Commodore 64 Games Book 55 00

Commodore 64 Programs lor the Hone SB 00

Computes Firsl Book ol C=64 Sound SGiaphics S10.00

Compiles Second Book ol Commocore 64 . SiO.OO

Compiles Second Book ol Machine Language. S'O 00

■Guide to Care. Feeding and Training of C-64" S6 00

Ho* To Use The Commodore 64 Computer . SiO.OO

Ins* Commodore DOS S10 00

Osborne 1 Lser's Reference Guide . .. SIS 00

Superbase The Book SiO.OO

The Bemenfciy Commodore 64 sio.oo

Trie Official Book Of King s Quest-Daventry StO 00

Using & Programming the C64 SB.00

Using Newsroom S10.00

Your Commodore 64-A Guide to Pie C 64 . . SIO.OO

BUSINESS

64 Po*erpack-NEW . S10 00

Better Working File & Report (new) S1500

Business System- Sales Analysis Management S!0 00

Datamarager 12S S15 00

Datamanager 128 - S20 00

Datamanager 2 (new) S15 00

Easy Finance 1 S5 00

EPVX Microsoft Mullrplan Spreadsheet. .. SIO.OO

Financial Cootoook-NEW SSOO

General Ledger forthe C=W-NEW $15.00

Paperback Fief 64 S'000

Paperoack Panner 64 S10.00

Payables lortfie C=64-NEW S15.00

Planner's Crn<ce -Personal Planning System S3 00

Power Assembler-(new) S10CO

Practicalc64 .... 5500

Fra:Kalc-[new) $10 00

Practice 64-(ne*] StO 00

Receivables (or lheC=64-NEW SIS CO

RUN Productivity Pak II SB 00

Silent Butler (Check Wnting system) S15C0

SupeftaseSaner-NEW SiOCO

Swiftcalc128 520 00

SvftslcH SlOOO
The Consultant (Database Management! S15 00

The Home Accointanl S1500

TheHomeBanker S1000

The Home Manager SlOOO

The Manager S10 00

The Word Machine/Name Machine (new) S5.00

Valiecalc SSOO

CARTRIDGES

All in The Cobr Caves SlOCO

Alpha Build S10.0O

Big Birds Special Delivery S10 00

Bubble Burst _ StO CO

Dragonsden 53 00

Facemaker-(new) SiO.OO

Heskil S10 00

Kids on Keys-(new) SIO.OO

K;nQercomp . SlOOO

Lemans S8 00

Linking Logic SiO.OO

Madl 5 Cartridge SIS 00

Maslertype (new] SIO.OO

MSPac-Man S8 00

P.r.fail Spectacular SS 00

Radar Rat fia:e SSOO

Sea Speller SiO.OO

Speed BingaMath SlOOO

The Final Cartridge S15.00

UpS Add'em SiO.OO

CARTRIDGES (No Docs)

3luepnnl S8.00

Clowns SSOO

Ducks Ahoy S8.00

Kinoercomp - - - SSOO

Lemans S8 00
Linking Logic SflOO
Magic Desk I S8-00

Maze Master S8.00

Vemoiy Manor S800

=opeye SflOO
Speed Bingo Main SB 00

JpiAdd'em S8.00

Vic 20 -Hesware-Gridrunner S5.00

Vc 20- Avenger $5 00

Vt 20-Jupitef Lander S5 00
Vc 20-Omega Race S500

DESIGN

Awardware S800

Delta Drawing-(new) S600

Jingle Disk-NEW S600

Printers Devil for Print Snop 5600

"he Christmas Kil-NEW S10.00

The Newsroom , S10.00

"he Newsroom (new) S15.00

"he Print Shop S15 00
The Print Shop Companion S10.00

DISK UTILITY

Commodore 64 Software Bonus Pak S500

Disk Utilities . . SSOO

EDUCATIONAL/CHILDREN

Computer Science S5 00

Early Learning Friends S'000

Easy Lesson and Easy Cw SS CO

English I SSOO

ENGLISH II SSOO

First Men on the Moon -Matn-(new) S600

Grade A Math ... SSOO

In Search of the Most Airazing Thng-(new) S6.00

J-jngfeBookReading-fnew) S600

Koalagrams Spelling 1-use witn Koala Pad-mew) $6 00

Logic Builders S8.00

Math Busters 5800

MECC Expeditions SSOO

MECC Odell Lake S8.M

Famt-A-Rhyme -for use with Koala Pad-(newj S6 03

Feter Rabb;! Readmg-(new) S6.ro

Snooper Troops Case =1 (new) S6 00

Snooper Troops Case =2 S5.Q0

Snooper Troops Case =2 (new) S6 03

Snoopy s Skywriter Scrambler SlOOO

Story Machine SS K)

SUNBURST-Memroy Ending Blocks .... S10.00

Tales of Mystery SSOO

TheArgosExpediter, ... SSOO

LJpbrGrabs-|nev»| S600

Weather Tamers SBOO

Where in Europe is Carmen San Diego (new) S20 00

Where m the USA is Carmen Sandiego S20 00

Where in the WorW is Caimen San Diego (new) 525 00

Wizaid of Warfls . ....510.00

GAMES

20 Sold Gold C64/12S Erlertainment Hits . £10.00

20 Sold God Hits-5 Disks. . •': X

Aiens . . .. -54 00

Atinesa S600

Archon S10 00

A'dok-Ths BarOanan S6 00

Salman SlOOO

Ba!man-The Caped Crusader .. .. . StO 00

Beach-Head SE.00

Belov.1 The Root (NEW) StO 00

3eyond Zork-NEW S6.00

Stood Money-NEW S6.00

Blue Angels-Formaton R ion t Simulation SlOOO

BopN Wres:le-NEW $6.00

Bureaucracy SIO.OO

CavemanUgh-lympcs 54 00

Cfiampionshp BaseoaU S600

Championshp Golf (ne») S600

Championship Wrestling S6.00

Chomp (nev.) S4.00

Classic Concentration S6 00

Commodore 64C Test Pilot-NEW 56,00

:■" :■ - . ." :-:,= ,' .. 56.00

CounMov.n to ShuWown S4.00

Crossfire S4.00

Cyrus Chess S600

.. ■: -•- S4 00

Demon's Winter S6 00

Dig Dug S4 00

FioStnkeEagle SlOOO

Feud . 5600

Fst-TheLegend Continues 5600

Flight Simulator II 51500

GBA Championship ESaskenjall-2 on 2-NEW S6 00

GFL Champonship Football S6 00

Gold Record Race-(new) S600

Grand Prix Circml-(new) S10CC

?-.-:■ i -■;.■. S600

Hacker $4 00

Hardball (new) S600

Heartland (new) . . S600

Hign Roller-NEW .... S600

Howard the Duck-Adventure on Volcano Island .. $4 00

Invaders of toe Lost Tomb-(new) S6 00

Jack rJicklaus Greaiest 18 Holes ol GoH-NEW . 56.00

Jaws 5600

.-.::vz.-..r-z:::- S600

John Elways Quarterback S600

JordanvsBird SlOOO

Karate Cnop (new) S6O0

Kingsoithe Beach (new) S600

Knight ORC S600

King Fu Il-Steks of Death inew) S600

LaslNmja2-NEW S600

Legionnaire S5 00

LordsolConquesl-(riew) S600

Lords of Conquest-NEW . .5600

Mean Streets SlOOO

Megaplay Voumel S4.00

Mmit Man Sfi.00

Murder by the Dozen S8.00

Navy Seal S6 00

Navy Seal (new) .. .5800

Operation Whirlwind 56 00

Pattwoids S6.00

Power Drift 54-00

Predator S600

Presidential Campaign S6 00

Projec! Space Staton WOO

O-Boppef S6.00

On (new) S6.00

Ouestron II S-i.00

Raid Over Moscow S4.00

Ra<1Cver Moscow $6.00

RamDo III 54.00

Rick Dangerous S4.00

RoSbers of the Losl Tomb S4 00

Saruion 56 00

Sargcn ll-(new) $6 00

Sargcn lll-(new) SB 00

ServeandVoley(new) 5600

Shinobi 56 00

Silent Service S4 00

Sky Fox 56 00

Snow sinke-NEW S6 00

Spiderman 54 00

Sporting News Baseball $600

Star Trooper-(new) . . . . 5600

Slatonfall 56 00

Summe; Gamesll $4 00

Superman $4.00

Superstar Ice Hockey S6 CO

Suspended -A Cryogenic Nightmare $5.00

Sv.wd of Fargoal $4 00

Tag Team Wrestling y 00

TETRIS . .. .... $6 00

The Last Nm;a WOO

The Lords olMKJnigh! S6.00

The Fresflent is Hissing (new) 55.00

The World's Greatest Baseball Game 54.00

Thixf flidge-NEW 56.00

Times ol Lore $4.00

Tiian-NEW 56 00

Total Eclipse (new} S5.00

Ultimate Wizard S6 00

War in Middle Earth-NEW S6.00

Wheel of Fortune S8.00

Wild Streels-NEW $6.00

Word Flyer $6.00

Z-Prfct 54 00

Zenji 56 00

Zortt 1 56.00

Zorkll . $10.00

ZorK Ill-NEW $800

GEOS

Deskpack t-NEW S10.00

Fonlpackl-NEV/ SlOOO

GEO3AS:Cir.ev.i . ....510.00

HARDWARE

'351 Mouse w/Manual-no disk 520 00

'702 Monitor -Cotor 40 Column-refurbished S99 00

■802Morrtor-CotorMonrtor40Cclumn-refurt) S13900

Aprotek 1200 Baud Mini-Modem (new) $30 00

Assorted Joysticks 55.00

C12BD Keyboards (NEW) 569 95

Cl28DKeyboard5-aEFURBlSHED S59.S5
C64 Keyboard (NEW) 549 S5

C64 Keyboard Irekrfestedl 539 95

CPU64 Verscn 1 Base Model S139 0O

Datasette S5 00
EPVX Fast Load Cartridge wManual 51000

HomewTiter 10 Printer w. manual 545 CO

Koala Pad Only no docs $20.00

KXP10801 Printer $75.00

Laser 190E Printer 530.00

Magic Mouse 51000

Mage Voice Speech Module 55000

Miltiplexer 55000

Okimate 10 Color Primer wmanual.flisk.nbbcns 545 00

STAR Gemmi tOX w/Manual 525 00

Super Expander 64 58.00

The.Voce Messenger-Speech 64 520.00

Lsed Sbmbne cases for Commodore 64 . ... S10O0

WCUOOEMbrVIKO $500

MISCELLANEOUS

13 Assorted Commodore Magazines 1935-86 . SlOCO

64Doctor SSOO

Home Video Producer SiO.OO

Instant Music-NEW 56.00

LOADSTARDisks=46,6566.67,68 SlOCO

S/n!hesound 64.. S5 00

Vic 20 Cassette-Intro to Basic Part 2 .. SlOOO

MISCELLANEOUS SOFTWARE

Aerobscs $6 00

5:bs;erm Pro (new) S10.00

Commodore - 55.00
Commodore Technology $500

Music Construction Kit $5.00

SAT Score Improvement System ! 5S.0O
Wnter.'File Pak 1541 $8.00

PROGRAMMING

Better Working Power Assembler SIO.OO

GEO3ASIC (new) $10.00

Hesware ■ Graphics Basic $10.00

Introduction 10 BASIC'Part 1 $8.00

Oxford Basic S10 00

Oxford Pascal SlOOO

Simon's Basic StO CO

Start Programming w/Gortek and ihe Microchips. SS 00

WORD PROCESSING

Easy Script $5 00

MastertypesWriter SBOO

Mrage Concepts-Word Processor -Professional S10 00

Outrageous Pages-NEW $20.00

Super-Texl Professional $500

Supertext Woifl Processor $10 00

The Printed Word $3.00

The Write Stuff 128-NEW $2000

Ward Writer 128 $2000

Wara Writer 6-NEW $15 00

Warcpro3P!u&«-NEW $1500

Wordpro w.'turbo Load & Save-NEW . $15 00

Writers Choice S3 00
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CMD

1750XL

■1

. . Turbokartefurden Expansionsport (durch-

( / geschleift). Beschleunigt den C64 um 2000% von
0,98 auf 20 MHz. Mil der SuperRAM-Card konnen

bis zu 16 MB durch handelsubliche PS/2. SIMMs am

C64/C128 betriebenwerden!

SuperRAM-Card,

RAMLink
Superschnelles optional akkugepuffertes RAM-

Laufwerkfurden Expansionsport. Einfache30 PIN

SIMMs bieten bis zu 16 MB Speicherplatz. RAM-Port

fur REUs Oder GeoRAM vorhanden, 2. Steckplatz fur

Multifunktionsmodule. RAMLink eriaubt den parallelen

AnschluR der CMD-HD Festplatten.

CMDREU

Nur Controller.

Platteneinbau

auf Anfrage

CSW-Verlag

GoethestraBe 22

D-71364 Winnenden

Tel.07195 61120

Die verbesserte Version der alten Commodore

REUs. Kleiner, handlicher, stromsparender und

doch zu 100% kompatibei. Die CMD 1750 XL bietet

2 MB RAM als extrem schnellen Zwischenspeicher,

der DMA Chip sorgt fur blitzschnellen Datentransfer

(1 MB/s!) zwischen der RAM-Erweiterung und dem

C64/C128. I

Die SCSI-Festplatte fur den C64/C128 wird

einfach seriell wie eine Floppy angeschlossen,

bietet aber bis zu 4,4 GB Speicherkapazitat. In

Verbindung mit CMDs RAMLink ist ein paralleler

AnschluB und eine Qbertragungsrate von 52 KB/s

moglich! jL

Das 3.5" Laufwerk der neuen Generation. Einfach

wie jede Floppy am serieilen Port anschlieBen und

loslegen! Die FD 2000 ist abwarts kompatibei zur

1581 (DD - 790 KB) und kann auch HD Disketten

(1,6 MB) verwenden. Mit spezieller Software liest

und schreibt das Laufwerk auch PC-Disketten -

ideal fur den Datenaustausch!

WeitereCMDProdukte:

Expansionsportweiche (dreifach) DM69,-

CMD SmartMouse (Dreitastenmaus mit Echtzeituhr) DM 99,-

CMD GamePad DM 49,-

Turbo 232 (RS 232-Highspeedschnittstelie fur handelsilbiiche

Hochgeschwindigkeitsmodems (bis 57.600 bps) DM110,-

GeoCable I! (Schnittsteilenkabel fur parallele Drucker) DM 59,-

(Q19W byOumhrrBauer




